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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Throughout this paper, U K will denote the unitriangular group ofn
degree n over a given field K. This group consists of all n = n matrices
 .x s x with coefficients in K which satisfy x s 0 for 1 F j - i F n, andi j i j
x s 1 for 1 F i F n. In particular, our work is mainly concerned with thei i
 .  . efinite group U F , where q s p , e G 1, is a power of prime number p,n q
and F denotes the finite field with q elements. As usual, we shall writeq
 .  .U q instead of U F . Moreover, we will always assume that p G n.n n q
w xIn paper 1 , we describe a certain partition of the set of all irreducible
 . characters of U q since there is no ambiguity, the expression ``character''n
.will always mean ``complex character'' . The members of this partition are
the sets of all of the irreducible constituents of the basic characters of
 .U q which are defined as a special product of elementary characters. Then
 .elementary characters are parameterized by pairs i, j , 1 F i - j F n, and
by nonzero elements of the field F . For simplicity, we writeq
F n s i , j ; 1 F i - j F n . 4 .  .
 . The elements of F n will be referred to as roots which abbreviates the
.standard expression ``positive root'' . If K is any field, we will denote by
a  aK the set of all nonzero elements of K hence K is the multiplicative
. qgroup of K and by K the additive group of K. We will also fix an
 . qarbitrary nontrivial linear character c of the finite group F . Let0 q
 .  . ai, j g F n and let a g F . Then,q
U q s x g U q ; x s 0, i - b - j 4 .  .  .i j ab n ib
1
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 .  .  . ais a subgroup of U q , and the function l a : U q ª C , defined byn i j i j
l a x s c a x 1 .  .  .  .i j 0 i j
 .  .  .for all x g U q , x s x , is a linear character of U q . Moreover, thei j ab i j
induced character
 .U qnj a s l a 2 .  .  .i j i j
 .  w x.is an irreducible character of U q see 11, Section 4 . This character willn
 .  .be referred to as the i, j th elementary character of U q associated with a .n
 .On the other hand, we shall consider basic subsets of F n . By defini-
 .tion, a subset D of F n is said to be basic if D contains, at most, one
element from each row and, at most, one element from each column. For
 .any 1 F i F n, we define the ith row of F n to be the set
r n s i , j g F n ; i - j F n , 4 .  .  .i
 .and, for any 1 F j F n, we define the jth column of F n to be the set
c n s i , j g F n ; 1 F i - j . 4 .  .  .j
 . <  . <Then a subset D of F n is basic if D l r n F 1 for all 1 F i - n, andi
<  . <  .D l c n F 1 for all 1 - j F n. In particular, the empty subset of F nj
 . ais basic. Given a nonempty basic subset D of F n and a map w : D ª F ,q
we define the character
j w s j w i , j . 3 .  .  . .D i j
 .i , j gD
 .In the extreme case, if D : F n is the empty set, we consider the empty
a  .function w : D ª F and we define j w to be the unit character 1q D U q.n
 .  .of U q . Finally, a character x of U q is called a basic character if theren n
 . aexists a basic subset D of F n and a map w : D ª F such thatq
 . w x  .x s j w . By 1, Theorem 1 , every irreducible character x of U q is aD n
 .constituent of a unique basic character of U q . In other words, theren
 . aexists a unique basic subset D of F n and a unique map w : D ª Fq
  ..  .such that x , j w / 0, where ?, ? denotes the Frobenius scalarD U q. U q.n n
 . product of characters of U q this notation will be used, in an obviousn
 ..way, for any finite group, other than U q .n
In the present work we shall establish a decomposition of the regular
 .character of U q as a sum of basic characters. To state the main result ofn
 .this paper, we introduce some fundamental notation. For each i, j g
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 .F n , we define
S i , j s a, j ; i - a - j j i , b ; i - b - j . 4  4 .  .  .
 .  .The elements of S i, j will be referred to as the i, j th singular roots. It is
 .  .  .clear that the i, j th elementary character j a of U q associated withi j n
a g Fa has degree q s i, j.y l i, j., whereq
s i , j s S i , j .  .
and
l i , j s a, j ; i - a - j s i , b ; i - b - j . 4  4 .  .  .
 .Now let D be a basic subset of F n . We define
S D s S i , j . .  .D
 .i , j gD
 .The elements of S D are referred to as the D-singular roots. We define
s D s S D and l D s l i , j . .  .  .  .
 .i , j gD
a  . . lD . sD . lD .ysD .Then, for any map w : D ª F , we have j w 1 s q s q q .q D
We now state our main result.
 .THEOREM 1. Let r be the regular character of U q and, for each basicn
 .subset D of F n , let j denote the characterD
j s j w , .D D
w
where the sum is o¨er all maps w : D ª Fa. Then,q
r s q sD .y lD .j . D
 .D:F n
D basic
2. SUBGROUPS OF CODIMENSION ONE
The proof of Theorem 1 uses a very strong inductive argument which is
w xbased on 3, Theorem 7 . To prepare the inductive step of this argument,
we need some general results concerning the restriction of characters to
finite subgroups of ``codimension one.'' This general theory is based on the
w xwork 10 of Kirillov, where similar results were proved for nilpotent Lie
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 w x.groups see also 6 . For completeness, we shall give in this section proofs
of the results which are fundamental for our work.
In the following, K will denote an algebraically closed field of arbitrary
 .characteristic. Moreover, we will denote by u K the nilpotent Lien
 .algebra consisting of all n = n matrices a s a with coefficients in Ki j
which satisfy a s 0 for 1 F j F i F n. As mentioned in the Introduction,i j
we will assume that p G n whenever K has prime characteristic p. Under
 .this assumption, we may define the usual exponential map exp: u K ªn
 .U K byn
a any1
exp a s 1 q a q q ??? q
2! n y 1 ! .
 .for all a g u K . It is well known that exp is an isomorphism of algebraicn
varieties. Let u be an arbitrary nilpotent Lie algebra regarded as a Lie
 .subalgebra of u K and let U s exp u. Then, U is a closed subgroup ofn
 .the unipotent algebraic group U K ; hence U is a unipotent algebraicn
group. Let u* be the dual space of u. Then the algebraic group U acts
morphically on the algebraic variety u via the coadjoint representation:
 . .  y1 .x ? f a s f x ax for all x g U, all f g u*, and all a g u. Since U is
unipotent, the U-orbits on u* are irreducible algebraic subvarieties of u*
 w x w  .x.see 13, Proposition 2.5 and 8, Proposition 8.2 d . If O : u* is a
 .  .U-orbit, we have dim O s dim U y dim C f , where C f is the cen-U U
tralizer of any element f g O. On the other hand, for any f g u*, let B :f
 .u = u ª K be the skew-symmetric bilinear form defined by B a, b sf
w x.  w x .f ab for all a, b g u here ab denotes the Lie product of a and b . Let
w xr f s a g u ; f ab s 0 for all b g u 4 .  .
 .   .be the radical of B . Since p G n, we have C f s exp r f for allf U
 w xf g u* see 6, Lemma 1.3.1 . The proof of this lemma is easily adapted to
w x.our situation; a detailed proof can also be found in 4, Proposition 1.2.2 .
It follows that, for any U-orbit O : u* and any f g O, dim O s dim u y
 .dim r f , and so
dim O s rank M ,
where M is the skew-symmetric matrix which represents B with respectf
to some basis of u. In particular, we conclude that the U-orbits on u* are
 w x.even-dimensional see 5, Theorem 8.6.1 .
Now let u be a Lie subalgebra of u with dim u s dim u y 1. Then0 0
w x  w xu is an ideal of u and uu : u see 6, Lemma 1.1.8 ; the proof of this0 0
. Ulemma does not depend on the characteristic of the field . Let p : u* ª u 0
  . Ube the natural projection by definition, for any f g u*, p f g u is the0
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.restriction of f to u . The kernel of p is the subspace0
u Hs f g u*; f a s 0 for all a g u 4 .0 0
y1  ..  . Uof u. On the other hand, for any f g u*, the fiber p p f of p f g u 0
is the subset
l f s g g u*; g a s f a for all a g u 4 .  .  . 0
of u*. It is clear that
l f s f q u Hs f q g ; g g u H .  40 0
 .for all f g u*. Moreover, for any f g u*, l f is an irreducible algebraic
 .variety of dimension one because u has codimension one .0
Henceforth, we will fix the element f g u* and we will denote by f the0
 . Uimage p f g u . Moreover, let O : u* be the U-orbit which contains f.0
 .  .We consider the intersection l f l O. Since f g l f , it is obvious that
 .l f l O is nonempty. Let
U9 s x g U; x ? f g l f . 4 .
Then,
 4l f l O s x ? f ; x g U9 .
and we have the following result.
 w x.  .LEMMA 1 cf. 10, pp. 76]77 . We ha¨e U9 s C f s exp u9, whereU 0
w xu9 s a g u ; f ab s 0 for all b g u . 4 . 0
In particular, U9 is a connected closed subgroup of U.
Proof. Since u is an ideal of u , U acts on u via the adjoint0 0
. U  .  .representation ; hence it acts on u . Moreover, we have p x ? g s x ? p g0
 .for all x g U and all g g u*. It follows that x ? f g l f if and only if
 .x ? f s f . Therefore, U9 s C f , and so U9 is a closed subgroup of U0 0 U 0
 w  .x.see 8, Proposition 8.2 b . Now, since u is an ideal of u , we have0
 . . .  .  .exp a ? f b s f b for all a g u9 and all b g u . Therefore, exp a ?0
f s f for all a g u9, and so exp u9 : U9. Conversely, let x g U9 and let0 0
a g u be such that x s exp a. Let T be an indeterminate over K, let
 .   .. . . w xb g u and consider the polynomial P T s exp Ta ? f b g K T .0
k  .  4We have x s exp ka g U9 for all k g 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Therefore, the
 .elements 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . of K are roots of P T . If K has characteristic zero,
 .  .this implies that P T s f b . On the other hand, if K has prime charac-
teristic p, the integers 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 determine p distinct elements of K,
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 .  . and the assumption p G n implies that P T s f b because the degree
 . . w x.of P T is at most n y 1 . Finally, we obtain f ab s 0, and so a g u9.
The proof is complete.
Now, let g be a fixed nonzero element of u H . Hence,0
H  4u s a g ; a g K .0
 . HSince x ? f g l f s f q u for all x g U9, we may define a map u :0
U9 ª K by the rule
x ? f s f q u x g .
for all x g U9. Let x g U be arbitrary. Since u is U-invariant, we have0
x ? g g u H , and so x ? g s a g for some a g K. In other words, a is an0
eigenvalue of the linear map u Hª u H given by h ¬ x ? h. Since x is0 0
unipotent, 1 g K is the unique eigenvalue of this linear map. Thus, a s 1
 .and x ? g s g. Using this equality, it is easy to deduce that xy ? f s f q
  .  ..u x q u y g for all x, y g U9. It follows that u is a homomorphism
from U9 to the additive group Kq of K. Moreover, u is a morphism of
algebraic varieties, and so u is an homomorphism of algebraic groups.
 .  wSince U9 is connected, the image u U9 is also connected see 8, Proposi-
x.  .  4  .ition 1.3.A . Thus, either u U9 s 0 , or u U9 s K. It follows that either
 .  4   .  4.  .  .   . .l f l O s f if u U9 s 0 , or l f l O s l f if u U9 s K . This
completes the proof of the first assertion of the following result the
.second assertion is clear .
LEMMA 2. Let f g u* be arbitrary and let O : u* be the U-orbit which
 .  4  .contains f. Then, either l f l O s f , or l f : O. Moreo¨er, for any
 .  4  .  4 g g O, we ha¨e l f l O s f if and only if l g l O s g hence,
 .  . .l f : O if and only if l g : O .
Henceforth, we will say that a U-orbit O : u* is of the first kind with
.  .  4  .respect to u if l f l O s f for any f g O; otherwise, if l f : O0
 .for any f g O, O is of the second kind with respect to u .0
 . ULet O : u* be a fixed U-orbit and consider its projection p O : u .0
 . USince p is U-invariant, p O is a U-invariant subset of u . Moreover, U0
 .  .acts transitively on p O . Since U is unipotent, we conclude that p O is a
U  w x.closed subset of u see 13, Proposition 2.4 . Since O is an irreducible0
closed subset of u* and p is a morphism of algebraic varieties, we deduce
 . U  w x.that p O is an irreducible closed subset of u see 8, Proposition 1.3.A .0
 .Therefore, p : O ª p O is a surjective morphism of irreducible algebraic
varieties. It follows that
dim p O F dim O. .
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 .Let r s dim O y dim p O . Then, there exists a nonempty open subset
 . y1 .  w x.A : p O such that dim p g s r for all g g A see 8, Theorem 4.3 .
y1  ..  . y1  ..  4Let f g O. Then, p p f s l f l O, and so p p f s f , if O is
y1  ..  .of the first kind, and p p f s l f if O is of the second kind.
y1  .. y1  ..Therefore, dim p p f s 0 if O is of the first kind, and dim p p f
s 1 if O is of the second kind. Since f g O is arbitrary, we have proved
the following result.
LEMMA 3. Let O : u* be a U-orbit. Then:
 .  .  .i O is of the first kind with respect to u if and only if dim p O s0
dim O.
 .  .ii O is of the second kind with respect to u if and only if0
 .dim p O s dim O y 1.
Now let U s exp u . Then U is a connected closed subgroup of U.0 0 0
 .  .  .Since p O is U-invariant, U acts on p O , and so p O is a disjoint0
union of U -orbits. In the following, we will describe this decomposition of0
 .p O . First, we shall relate the dimension of the U-orbit with the dimen-
 .  .sion of any U -orbit on p O . Let f g O and let O : p O be the0 0
 . UU -orbit which contains the element f s p f g u . Since U is unipo-0 0 0 0
 .tent, O is an irreducible closed subset of p O . Therefore,0
dim O F dim p O F dim O. 4 .  .0
 .Let m s dim u and let e , . . . , e be a K-basis of u. Moreover, let M be1 m
the m = m skew-symmetric matrix which represents the bilinear form Bf
 .with respect to the basis e , . . . , e . Then, dim O s rank M. On the other1 m
 .hand, since u has codimension one, we may choose the basis e , . . . , e0 1 m
such that e g u for all 1 F i F m y 1. Then the matrix M has the formi 0
TM yn0M s ,
n 0
 .  .where M is the m y 1 = m y 1 skew-symmetric matrix which repre-0
sents the bilinear form B : u = u ª K with respect to the basisf 0 00
 . w w x. w x.xe , . . . ,e of u , and n is the row vector n s f e e ??? f e e .1 my1 0 m 1 m my1
Since O is the U -orbit of the element f g uU we have dim O s0 0 0 0 0
rank M . Since M and M are skew-symmetric matrices, they have even0 0
ranks and so, either rank M s rank M , or rank M s rank M q 2. It0 0
follows that, either dim O s dim O , or dim O s dim O q 2.0 0
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 .LEMMA 4. Let O : u* be a U-orbit and let O : p O be a U -orbit.0 0
Then:
 .  .i O is of the first kind with respect to u if and only if dim O s0
dim O .0
 .  .ii O is of the second kind with respect to u if and only if0
dim O s dim O q 2.0
 .Proof. It is enough to prove i . Suppose that dim O s dim O . Then,0
 .  .by 4 , dim p O s dim O and so, by Lemma 3, O is of the first kind.
Conversely, suppose that O is of the first kind. Then, by Lemma 3, we
 .  .  .have dim p O s dim O. On the other hand, since C f s U l C f ,U 0 0 U 00
 .  .we have dim C f F dim C f . Finally, since U acts transitively onU 0 U 00
 .p O , we deduce that
dim p O s dim U y dim C f F dim U y dim C f .  .  .U 0 U 00
s dim U q 1 y dim C f s dim O q 1. .0 U 0 00
Therefore, dim O F dim O q 1, and the result follows by the observations0
made above.
The following result gives more characterizations of the U-orbit O : u*
 .with respect to the Lie subalgebra u .0
 w x.LEMMA 5 cf. 6, Proposition 1.3.4 . Let O : u* be a U-orbit and let
 . U Uf g O. Let f s p f g u and let O : u be the U -orbit of f . Then:0 0 0 0 0 0
 .i The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a O is of the first kind with respect to u .0
 .  .  .b r f l u / r f .0
 .  .  .c r f : r f .0
 .  .  .d dim r f s dim r f q 1.0
 .ii The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a O is of the second kind with respect to u .0
 .  .  .b r f l u s r f .0
 .  .  .c r f : r f .0
 .  .  .d dim r f s dim r f y 1.0
 .Proof. Let V be a subspace of u such that u s V [ r f and let0 0 0
 .r s dim V. Let m s dim u and let e , . . . , e be a K-basis of u such1 my1 0
 .  .  .  .that e , . . . , e is a K-basis of r f . Then, the m y 1 = m y 1rq1 my1 0
skew-symmetric matrix M , which represents the bilinear form B with0 f 0
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respect to this basis, has the form
A 0M s ,0 0 0
where A is an r = r nonsingular skew-symmetric matrix. Moreover, let
 .e g u be such that e , . . . , e , e is a K-basis of u and let M be them 1 my1 m
m = m skew-symmetric matrix which represents the bilinear form B withf
respect to this basis. Then,
TM yn0M s ,
n 0
w w x. w x.xwhere n is the row vector n s f e e ??? f e e .m 1 m my1
Suppose that O is of the first kind. Then, by Lemma 4, dim O s dim O ,0
and so rank M s rank M . It follows that the mth row of M is a linear0
w x.combination of the remaining rows. In particular, we must have f e em i
 .s 0 for all r q 1 F i F m y 1. Since e , . . . , e is a K-basis ofrq1 my1
 .  .  .r f , we conclude that r f : r f . On the other hand, consider the0 0
subspace V [ Ke of u. The restriction of B to this subspace determinesm f
a bilinear form which is represented, with respect to the K-basis
 . e , . . . , e , e , by a skew-symmetric matrix of odd size r q 1 we note that1 r m
.r is even because r s dim V s rank M . Therefore, there exists a vector0
 .a s b q a e g V [ Ke where b g V and a g K such thatm m
B a, e s B b , e q aB e , e s 0 .  .  .f i f i f m i
 . w x.for all 1 F i F r. Since B e , e s f e e s 0 for all r q 1 F i F m yf m i m i
 .  .1, we conclude that a g r f . Since a f u , we deduce that r f is not0
 .  .  .contained in u , and so r f l u / r f . Moreover, e , . . . , e , a0 0 rq1 my1
 .  .  .is a K-basis of r f and so dim r f s dim r f q 1.0
 .  .  .  .  .We have proved that a implies b , c , and d in i . The equivalencies
 .  .  .  .  .  .in i and in ii will follow once we prove that a implies b , c , and d in
 .ii . For this, suppose that O is of the second kind. Then, by Lemma 4,
dim O s dim O q 2, and so rank M s rank M q 2. In this case, the mth0 0
w x.row of M is linearly independent of the remaining rows. If f e e s 0,m i
then the previous argument shows that rank M s rank M s r. This con-0
w x.tradiction implies that f e e / 0 for at least one r q 1 F i F m y 1.m i
Without loss of generality, we may assume that i s r q 1; hence
w x.f e e / 0. Then, for each r q 2 F i F m y 1, we define the vectorm rq1
w x w xa s f e e e y f e e e . .  .i m rq1 i m i rq1
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 .  .Since e , e g r f , we have B e , a s 0 for all 1 F j F m y 1. Also,rq1 i 0 f j i
w x w x w x w xB e , a s f e e f e e y f e e f e e s 0. .  .  .  .  .f m i m rq1 m i m i m rq1
 .It follows that a g r f for all r q 2 F i F m y 1. Moreover, a g u fori i 0
all r q 2 F i F m y 1. Since the vectors a , . . . , a are linearly inde-rq2 my1
 .pendent and rank M s r q 2, we conclude that a , . . . , a is arq2 my1
 .  .  .K-basis of r f , and this implies that r f : r f : u . Moreover,0 0
 .  .dim r f s dim r f y 1.0
The proof is complete.
 .We are now able to obtain the required decomposition of p O in
U -orbits.0
 w  .  .x w x.THEOREM 2 cf. 10, Lemma 6.2 a , b and 6, Theorem 2.5.1 . Let
O : u* be a U-orbit, let f g O, and let O : uU be the U -orbit which0 0 0
 . Ucontains the element f s p f g u . Then:0 0
 .  .i If O is of the first kind with respect to u , the group U acts0 0
 .  .transiti¨ ely on p O , and so p O s O .0
 .  .  .ii If O is of the second kind with respect to u , p O decomposes0
as the disjoint union
p O s O , . D a
agK
where, for each a g K, O : uU is the U -orbit which contains the elementa 0 0
  .. Uexp a a ? f g u and a g u is an arbitrary ¨ector such that a f u ; in0 0 0
fact,
O s exp a a ? O s exp a a ? g 0; g g O . 4 .  . .  .a 0 0 0 0
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e dim O s dim O y 2 for all a g K.a
 . Proof. i follows immediately by Lemmas 3 and 4 we recall that O is0
 ..an irreducible subvariety of p O . Suppose that O is of the second kind
and let a g u be an arbitrary element such that a f u . Consider the0
one-dimensional subgroup
X s exp a a ; a g K 4 .
 4of U. Since a f u , we have U l X s 1 . On the other hand, U is a0 0 0
 w xnormal subgroup of U by 8, Proposition 17.4 because dim U s dim U y0
.1 . Therefore, U X is a subgroup of U. Since U and X are connected,0 0
 w x.U X is also connected see 8, Corollary 7.5 . Since U : U X, we have0 0 0
dim U - dim U X F dim U. Since U is connected and dim U s dim U y0 0 0
1, we conclude that U s U X. Moreover, this product is semidirect.0
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Now let g g O and let x g U be such that f s x ? g. Since U s U X,0
 .there exist x g U and a g K such that x s x exp a a . Since p is0 0 0
 .   .. .U-invariant, we have f s p f s x ? p exp a a ? g . Therefore,0 0
  ..  .   .. .  .   ..exp a a ? p g s p exp a a ? g g O , and so p g g exp ya a ?0
O s O . Since g g O is arbitrary, we conclude that0 ya
p O : O . . D a
agK
  ..  .Conversely, let a g K and let g g u* be such that exp a a ? p g g
  . .O i.e., p g g O . Then there exists x g U such that f s x ?0 ya 0 0 0 0
  ..  ..    .. .    ...exp a a ? p g s p x exp a a ? g . It follows that x exp a a ? g0 0
 .  .g l f . Since O is of the second kind, we have l f : O, and so
   ...x exp a a ? g g O. Thus g g O, and this completes the proof of the0
 .inclusion O : p O . Since a g K is arbitrary, we conclude thatya
p O s O . . D a
agK
Next we claim that for any a , b g K, O s O if and only if a s b. Ina b
fact, let a , b g K be two distinct elements and suppose that O s O .a b
 .  .Then the elements x s exp a a and y s exp ba of X are distinct, and
so z s xyy1 / 1. Moreover, since O s O , we deduce thata b
z ? O s z ? O s z ? y ? O s x ? O s O . .a b 0 0 a
Let g g O . Since O is a U -orbit because U is a normal subgroup of0 a a 0 0
.U and z ? g g O , there exists x g U such that z ? g s x ? g . There-0 a 0 0 0 0 0
y1  . y1fore, x z g C g . Now let b g u be such that x z s exp b and0 U 0 0
consider the subgroup
Y s exp a b ; a g K 4 .
of U. Since x g U and z g X, we have xy1 z / 1, and so b / 0. Let0 0 0
 .  .g g O be such that p g s g . Then, by Lemma 1, C g s exp u9,0 U 0
w x.where u9 consists of all c g u such that g cd s 0 for all d g u . Since0
y1  .x z s exp b g C g , we have b g u9. Therefore, Kb : u9, and so0 U 0
 . Y : C g . On the other hand, we have U s U Y since b f u , thisU 0 0 0
.equality has the same proof as the equality U s U X . Since Y centralizes0
g and O is the U -orbit of g , we conclude that O is U-invariant. Since0 a 0 0 a
 .  .U acts transitively on p O , this implies that O s p O . Finally, since Oa
 .  .is of the second kind, we have dim p O s dim O y 1 by Lemma 3 .
Therefore, dim O s dim O y 1, which is impossible because coadjointa
orbits have even dimension.
The proof is complete.
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y1 .  .Next, we consider the inverse image p O the notation is as before .0
y1 .  .Let g g p O . Then p g g O , and so there exists x g U such that0 0 0
 .  .  .  . Hp f s f s x ? p g s p x ? g . It follows that x ? g g l f s f q u .0 0
Let h be a nonzero vector of u H . Then x ? g s f q a h for some a g K.0
 .Hence g lies in the U-orbit O a : u* which contains f q a h. It follows
that
py1 O : O a . 5 .  .  .D0
agK
y1 .  . y1 .Since f q a h g p O for all a g K, the intersection O a l p O0 0
is nonempty. On the other hand, let O9 : u* be a U-orbit such that
y1 .O9 l p O / B. Then the argument above shows that there exists0
 .  .a g K such that O9 s O a . However, in general, the inclusion 5 is not
an equality. In fact, suppose that O is of the second kind with respect to
.  .  .u . Then l f : O, and so f q a h g O for all a g K. Hence O a s O0
y1 .for all a g K. On the other hand, we have pp O s O , and the0 0
y1 . previous theorem implies that p O / O we note that, in this case,0
y1 . . y1 .p O : O . However, our next result shows that p O is U-invariant0 0
 .whenever O is of the first kind with respect to u .0
 w  .  .x w x.THEOREM 3 cf. 10, Lemma 6.2 c , d and 6, Theorem 2.5.1 . Let
O : u* be a U-orbit, let f g O, and let O : uU be the U -orbit which0 0 0
 . Ucontains the element f s p f g u . Then:0 0
 .  .i If O is of the first kind with respect to u , the in¨erse image0
y1 .p O decomposes as the disjoint union0
py1 O s O a , .  .D0
agK
 .where, for each a g K, O a : u* is the U-orbit which contains the element
f q a h and h is any nonzero ¨ector of u H . Moreo¨er, for each a g K, the0
 .  .  .U-orbit O a is of the first kind with respect to u , and we ha¨e dim O a0
  ..s dim O s dim O . Also, p O a s O for all a g K.0 0
 .  .ii If O is of the second kind with respect to u , O is the unique0
y1 . y1 .U-orbit which intersects the in¨erse image p O ; hence p O « O.0 0
 .Proof. ii was proved above. Suppose that O is of the first kind and let
 .a g K. Let e , . . . , e be a K-basis of u , and consider the skew-symmet-1 m
 .ric matrix M a which represents the bilinear form B with respect tofqa h
w x  .w x. w x.this basis. Since uu : u , we have f q a h ab s f ab for all a, b0
 .  .  . g u. Therefore, M a s M 0 , and so dim O a s dim O because O s
 ..  .O 0 . On the other hand, we have dim O s dim O by Lemma 4 , and so0
 .  . dim O a s dim O . It follows that O a is of the first kind again by0
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.   ..Lemma 4 . Now we may apply Theorem 2 to conclude that p O a s O .0
y1 .  .We have justified above that each element g g p O lies in O a for0
  ..  .some a g K. Conversely, the equality p O a s O implies that O a :0
y1 .p O for all a g K. Therefore,0
py1 O s O a . .  .D0
agK
To prove that this union is disjoint, let a , b g K and suppose that
 .  .  .  .  .  .O a s O b . Then f q a h q b y a h s f q b h g O b s O a .
 .  .  .  4Since O a is of the first kind, we have l f q a h l O a s f q a h ,
and so b y a s 0. The proof is complete.
Subsequently, we will assume that K is the algebraic closure of the
 .  .finite field F . Let F: U K ª U K be the Frobenius map defined byq n n
 .  q .  .  .F x s x for all x g U K , x s x , and suppose that U s exp u isi j n i j
  . .F-stable i.e., F U : U . Since there is no ambiguity, we will also denote
 .  .  q .by F the Frobenius map on u K defined by F a s a for all a gn i j
 .  .  .u K , a s a . Since U is F-stable, the Lie subalgebra u of u K isn i j n
 .also F-stable. Let e , . . . , e be a K-basis of u consisting of F-fixed1 m
 .elements as before, m s dim u . Then we may define a Frobenius map,
 . .which we also denote by F, on the dual space u* by the rule F f e si
 .qf e for all f g u* and all 1 F i F m. Let O : u* be an F-stablei
F  .U-orbit, and as usual, let us denote by O the finite subset of O
w xconsisting of all F-fixed elements of O. Then by 9, Propositions 1 and 2
 w x. asee also 12, Theorem 7.7 , the function x : U ª C defined byO
1
x exp a s c g a , 6 .  .  . .O 0F’< < FO ggO
for all a g u , is an irreducible character of the finite group U F consisting
of all F-fixed elements of U; recall that c is a fixed nontrivial linear0
character of the additive group Fq. Furthermore, the correspondenceq
O ¬ x is one-to-one between F-stable U-orbits on u* and irreducibleO
characters of U F.
Suppose that our element f g u* is F-fixed. Then the U-orbit O : u* is
F-stable. Moreover, suppose that the subgroup U of U is F-stable. Hence0
the Lie subalgebra u of u is also F-stable, and so we may define the0
U U  .Frobenius map F: u ª u . If we choose a K-basis e , . . . , e of u0 0 1 m
consisting of F-fixed elements, such that e g u for all 1 F i F m y 1,i 0
 . Uthen we can easily verify that the element f s p f g u is F-fixed.0 0
Therefore, the U -orbit O : uU which contains f is F-stable; hence it0 0 0 0
determines the irreducible character x of the finite group U F. TheO 00
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relation between the irreducible characters x and x is given by theO O 0
following result.
THEOREM 4. Let O : u* be an F-stable U-orbit, let f g O F and let
U  .  .O : u be the F-stable U -orbit which contains the F-fixed element0 0 0
 . U Ff s p f g u . Let x s x be the irreducible character of U which0 0 O
corresponds to the U-orbit O, and let x s x be the irreducible character of0 O 0
U F which corresponds to the U -orbit O . Then x is an irreducible con-0 0 0 0
stituent of the restriction x F of x to U F. Moreo¨er:U 00
 .  . Fi If O is of the first kind with respect to u , then x is an0 U0
irreducible character of U F; hence x F s x .0 U 00
 .  . Fii If O is of the second kind which respect to u , then x has q0 U0
irreducible constituents. In fact,
x F s x ,U a0
agFq
where, for each a g F , x is the irreducible character of U F which corre-q a 0
  .. Usponds to the F-stable U -orbit O s exp a a ? O : u , and a g u is an0 a 0 0
arbitrary F-fixed element such that a f u . Furthermore, we ha¨e x s0 a
 .expa a.x for all a g F .0 q
w  .x FProof. By 1, Theorem 2 i , an irreducible character x 9 of U is a0
constituent of x F if and only if it corresponds to an F-stable U -orbitU 00
U  .O9 : u which is contained in the projection p O . In particular, we0
conclude that x is a constituent of x F . Now suppose that O is of the0 U0
 .first kind. Then by Theorem 2, p O s O , and so x is the unique0 0
F dim O’ . < <  .’Firreducible constituent of x . Since x 1 s O s q and x 1 sU 00
F dim O 0< <  .  . ’’O s q , we conclude that x 1 s x 1 because, by Lemma 4,0 0
.dim O s dim O . On the other hand, suppose that O is of the second0
  ..  .kind. Then by Theorem 2, O s exp a a ? O : p O for all a g K, anda 0
Fso, for each a g F , x is an irreducible constituent of x we note that,q a U0
.for a g F , the U -orbit O is F-stable . Moreover, we have dim O sq 0 a a
 .  . y1  .dim O y 2 again by Theorem 2 , and so x 1 s q x 1 . It follows thata
 .  . x 1 s x 1 , and soa g F aq
x s x a
agFq
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 .because the irreducible characters x , for a g F , are all distinct . Fi-a q
 . Fnally, let a g F , let x s exp a a , and let b g u . Then,q 0
1
x exp b s c g b . .  . .a 0F< < F’Oa ggOa
Since O s x ? O , we deduce thata 0
1
x exp b s c x ? g b .  .  . .a 0F< < F’O0 ggO0
1
y1s c g xbx . . 0F< < F’O0 ggO0
s x exp xbxy1 . . .0
 y1 .  . y1  . xSince exp xbx s x exp b x , we conclude that x s x , and thea 0
proof is complete.
On the other hand, we have the following result concerning the induc-
tion of characters from U F to U F.0
THEOREM 5. Let O : u* be an F-stable U-orbit, let f g O F, and let
U  .  .O : u be the F-stable U -orbit which contains the F-fixed element0 0 0
 . U Ff s p f g u . Let x s x be the irreducible character of U which0 0 O
corresponds to the U-orbit O, and let x s x be the irreducible character of0 O 0
U F which corresponds to the U -orbit O . Then x is an irreducible constituent0 0 0
 .U Fof the induced character x . Moreo¨er:0
 .  .  .U Fi If O is of the first kind with respect to u , then x has q0 0
irreducible constituents. In fact,
U Fx s x a , .  .0
agFq
 . Fwhere, for each a g F , x a is the irreducible character of U whichq
 .corresponds to the F-stable U-orbit O a : u* of the element f q a h g u*,
and h is an arbitrary nonzero F-fixed element of u H .0
 .  .  .U Fii If O is of the second kind with respect to u , then x is an0 0
F  .U Firreducible character of U ; hence x s x .0
Proof. By Frobenius reciprocity,
U F
Fx , x s x , x . .  . F / F0 0 U U0U 0
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Therefore, by the previous theorem, x is an irreducible constituent of
 .U Fx ; moreover, its multiplicity is one. Now suppose that O is of the0
 .second kind. Then, by Lemma 4, dim O s dim O q 2, and so x 1 s0
 . < F < < F <  .U F .q x 1 . Since dim U s dim U q 1, we have U s q U , and so x 10 0 0 0
 .  .  .U F .  .U Fs q x 1 . It follows that x 1 s x 1 , and so x s x . The proof0 0 0
 .of ii is complete. On the other hand, suppose that O is of the first kind.
 .Then by Theorem 3, for any a g K, the U-orbit O a : u* intersects the
y1 . w xinverse image p O . Therefore, by 1, Theorem 2 , for each a g F , the0 q
 .  .U F irreducible character x a is a constituent of x we note that, since0
H  . .h g u is F-fixed, the U-orbit O a is F-stable whenever a g F .0 q
 . Moreover, we have dim O a s dim O for all a g K again by Theorem
.  . .  .3 . Therefore, x a 1 s x 1 for all a g F . It follows thatq
U Fx a 1 s q x 1 s x 1 . .  .  .  .  . 0
agFq
 .  .This completes the proof of i , because the irreducible characters x a ,
for a g F , are all distinct.q
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .Theorem 1 will be a consequence of the following equivalent result.
 . aPROPOSITION 1. Let D be a basic subset of F n and let w : D ª F beq
 .  .any map. Let x be an irreducible constituent of j w . Then x 1 sD
sD .y lD .  ..q x , j w .D U q.n
For the proof of this proposition, we shall use a very strong inductive
w xargument which is based on 3, Theorem 7 . As in our previous papers,
 .  .  .  .  .given two roots i, j , k, l g F n , we define i, j - k, l if, either j ) l,
 .or j s l and i - k. Then - is a total order on F n , and the set of all
 .subsets of F n may be totally ordered as follows. If A s
 .  .4  .  .a, , b , . . . , a , b , where a , b - ??? - a , b , and B s1 1 r r 1 1 r r
  .  . 4  .  .c , d , . . . , c , d , w h e re c , d - ? ? ? - c , d1 1 s s 1 1 s s
 .  .are arbitrary subsets of F n , we define A $ B if one and only one of
the following conditions is satisfied:
 .  .  .  .  .i r - s and a , b s c , d , . . . , a , b s c , d .1 1 1 1 r r r r
 .  .  .ii There exists 1 F t F r such that a , b s c , d , . . . ,1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .a , b s c , d and a , b ) c , d .ty1 ty1 ty1 ty1 t t t t
Now let D and w be as in Proposition 1. If D is the empty set, then w is
 .  .the empty map and j w s 1 is the unit character of U q . In thisD U q. nn
 .  .  .4case, the result is obvious, because s B s l B s 0. If D s i, j con-
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 .  .  .  .  .sists of only one root i, j g F n , then j w s j a is the i, j thD i j
 . aelementary character associated with a s w i, j g F . By definition, thisq
 . . jy iy1character is irreducible, and j a 1 s q . The result is also clear ini j
 .  .  .  .this case, because s D y l D s 2 j y i y 1 y j y i y 1 s j y i y 1.
 .Now suppose that D contains at least two elements, and let i, j be the
 .smallest root in D; hence b - i whenever a, b g D. If j - n, then the
proposition follows by induction on n. On the other hand, suppose that
 .i, n g D for some 1 F i - n. If i s n y 1, then there exists a unique
 .  .irreducible character x of U q such that x s j a x , where a s1 n ny1n 1
 .  .w n y 1, n . In fact, since j ya is linear, the character x sny1n 1
 . w x  .  .j ya x is irreducible. By 1, Lemma 8 , we have j ya j any1n ny1n ny1n
 .4s 1 . On the other hand, let D s D y n y 1, n and let w be theU q. 1 1n
 .  .restriction of w to D . Since j a is linear and j a s j ya .1 ny1n ny1n ny1n
 w x.see the proof of 1, Proposition 2 , we have
x , j w s j a x , j a j w .  .  .  . .  .1 D 1 ny1n 1 ny1n D 1 .  .U q U q1 1n n
s x , j w . . .  .U qD n
 .  .  .The result follows by induction on n, because s D s s D and l D s1 1
 .l D .
Henceforth, we will assume that i - n y 1. To deal with this general
 .  .case, we consider the F-stable coadjoint U K -orbit O : u K *, whichn n
 .  .corresponds to the irreducible character x of U q . For any root r, s gn
 .  .  .F n , we will denote by e the r, s th root vector of u K , i.e., e gr s n r s
 .u K is the n = n matrixn
e s d d , .r s ar b s 1Fa , bFn
where d g K, 1 F p, q F n, is the usual Kronecker symbol. Then e ;p q r s
 .  ..  .  .r, s g F n is a K-basis of u K consisting of F-fixed elements . Letn
 .  . f g O be an element satisfying f e s f e s 0 the existence ofiq1n iiq1
w x.this element was justified at the beginning of Section 2 of 3 . Moreover,
let S denote the symmetric group of degree n, let v g S be then n
 .  .transposition v s i i q 1 , and let f g u K * be the element definedv n
by
f e if r , s / i , i q 1 .  .  .v r .v  s.
f e s .v r s  0 if r , s s i , i q 1 .  .
 .  .  .  .for all r, s g F n . Let O : u K * be the U K -orbit which containsv n n
 .f . Since f is F-fixed, O is an F-stable U K -orbit. Let x s x be thev v v n v Ov
 . wirreducible character of U q which corresponds to O . Then, by 1,n v
x  .Theorem 1 , there exists a unique basic subset D of F n and a uniquev
a   ..map w : D ª F such that x , j w / 0.v v q v D v U q.v n
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 .Now we consider the basic sub¨ariety of u K * associated with the pairn
 . w x  .D, w . As in 2 , this subvariety will be denoted by V w . We recall itsD
 .  .definition. First, we say that a root r, s g F n is D-regular if it is not
 .  .  .D-singular, i.e., if r, s f S D . We will denote by R D the subset of
 .  .F n consisting of all D-regular roots. It is clear that F n is the disjoint
 .  .  .union of the subsets R D and S D . Moreover, we have D : R D . Let
 .  .  .  .r, s g R D and let D r, s be the subset of F n consisting of all roots
 .in D which are dominated by r, s , i.e.,
D r , s s a, b g D ; 1 F a - r , s - b F n . 7 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .4Let D r, s s r , s , . . . , r , s , where s - ??? - s . Moreover, let s g1 1 t t 1 t
S be the permutation such that r - ??? - r . Then we define thet s 1. s  t .
D  .polynomial function D : u K * ª K byr s n
f e f e ??? f e .  .  .r s r s r ss 1. s 1. 1 s 1. t
. . .. . .. . .DD f s 8 .  .r s f e f e ??? f e .  .  .r s r s r ss  t . s  t . 1 s  t . t
f e f e ??? f e .  .  .r s r s r s1 t
 . < <for all f g u K *; for any square matrix A, A will stand for then
 . D  .  .determinant of A. We note that, if D r, s is empty, then D f s f e .r s r s
 .  .Finally, the basic subvariety V w is by definition the closed subset ofD
 .  .u K * consisting of all f g u K * which satisfy the equationsn n
¡0 if r , s g R D y D .  .
tD ~D f s , . tr s y1 sgn s w r , s w r , s if r , s g D .  .  .  .  . k k¢
ks1
9 .
 .  .  . wwhere D r, s , t, r , s 1 F k F t and s g S are as above. By 2,k k t
xTheorem 1 , we have
V w s O w r , s , 10 .  .  . .D r s
 .r , s gD
 .  . a  .  .where, for r, s g F n and for a g K , O a denotes the U K -orbitr s n
 . U  .on u K * which contains the element a e g u K * defined byn r s n
 U . .  .  .  .a e a s a a for all a g u K , a s a . In particular, V w isr s r s n p q D
 .U K -invariant; hence it is a union of coadjoint orbits. On the other hand,n
w x  .  .by 1, Corollary 1 , the U K -orbit O : u K * which corresponds to then n
 .  .irreducible character x is contained in V w . Similarly, the U K -orbitD n
 .O : u K * which corresponds to the irreducible character x is con-v n v
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 . w xtained in the basic subvariety V w . Therefore, by 3, Theorem 7 , weD vv
 .may conclude that D $ D; in fact, the smallest root in D is i q 1, n ,v v
 .  .and we have i q 1, n ) i, n . By induction, Proposition 1 is true for the
irreducible character x ; hencev
x 1 s q sDv.ylDv. x , j w . 11 .  .  . .v v D v  .U qv n
Next we consider the restriction x of the irreducible character x toU q.v
 .  . y1  .  .the subgroup U q s U q l v U q v of U q ; here we identifyv n n n
 .  .v g S with the n = n permutation matrix P v s d . Letn rv  s. 1F r , sF n
 .  . y1  .  .  . y1  .U K s U K l v U K v, let u K s u K l v u K v, andv n n v n n
 .  .  .let u K * be the dual space of u K . Moreover, let p : u K * ªv v n
 .  .u K * be the natural projection. Since U K consists of all matricesv v
 .  .  .x g U K , x s x , satisfying x s 0, we have dim U K s dim U yn r s i iq1 v
1. Therefore, we may apply the results of Section 2. In particular, we have
the following result.
 .  .LEMMA 6. The U K -orbit O : u K * is of the second kind withn n
 .respect to the normal subgroup U K .v
Proof. By definition, O is of the second kind if f q a eU g O for alli iq1
a g K. Let a g K be arbitrary and consider the element x s 1 y
 .y1  .a f e e g U K . Then,in iq1n n
f e if r , s / i ,i q 1 .  .  .r sx ? f e s , .  .r s  f e q a if r , s s i , i q 1 .  .  .i iq1
and the lemma follows.
By Theorem 5, we conclude that there exists a unique irreducible
 .character u of U q such thatv
x s u Unq. 12 .
  .  .  .F .we note that U K is F-stable and that U q s U K . By Frobeniusv v v
reciprocity, we deduce that
x , j w s u , z w , 13 .  .  . .  . .  .U q U qD Dn v
where
z w s j w .  .  .U qD D v
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 .  .is the restriction of j w to U q . SinceD v
j w s j w a, b , .  . .D ab
 .a , b gD
we have
z w s z w a, b , .  . .D ab
 .a , b gD
 .  . awhere, for each r, s g F n and each a g F ,q
z a s j a .  .  .U qr s r s v
 .  .is the restriction of j a to U q .r s v
 .Next we consider the decomposition into irreducible constituents of
 .  .  . aany character z a , where r, s g F n and a g F . First, we recallr s q
w x  .  . athat, by 1, Lemma 3 , for each r, s g F n and each a g F , theq
 .  .  .elementary character j a corresponds to the F-stable U K -orbitr s n
 .  . U w xO a : u K * which contains the element a e . As in 1 , for eachr s n r s
 .  .  .  .r, s g F n and each a g K, the U K -orbit O a will be referred ton r s
 .as the r, s th elementary orbit associated with a . We note that, for all
 .  .  .  .  .r, s g F n , the U K -orbit O 0 is defined and that, clearly, O 0 sn r s r s
 4  .  .  . 0 . This justifies the convention j 0 s 1 for all r, s g F n thisr s U q.n
.convention will be very convenient for abbreviating some arguments .
 .  . aLEMMA 7. Let r, s g F n and let a g F . Then:q
 .  .  .i If r / i and s / i q 1, z a is an irreducible character of U q .r s v
 .ii If s / i q 1,
z a s z a , b , .  .i s i s
bgFq
 .  .where, for each b g F , z a , b denotes the irreducible character of U qq i s v
 . U Uwhich corresponds to the F-stable U K -orbit of the element a e q bev i s iq1 s
 .g u K *. Moreo¨er,v
z a , b / z a , b9 .  .i s i s
whene¨er b , b9 g F are distinct.q
 .iii If r / i,
z a s z a , b , .  .r iq1 r iq1
bgFq
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 .where, for each b g F , z a , b denotes the irreducible character ofq r iq1
 .  . UU q which corresponds to the F-stable U K -orbit of the element a e qv v r iq1
U  .be g u K *. Moreo¨er,r i v
z a , b / z a , b9 .  .r iq1 r iq1
whene¨er b , b9 g F are distinct.q
 .  .  .iv z a s 1 is the unit character of U q .i iq1 U q. vv
 .  .Proof. Let p : u K * ª u K * be the natural projection. Then, byn v
w x  .  .1, Theorem 2 , an irreducible character of U q is a constituent of z av r s
 .if and only if it corresponds to an F-stable U K -orbit which is containedv
  ..  .  U 4   ..in the image p O a . Since O a s a e , we have p O ar s i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
 4  .s 0 . Therefore, the unit character 1 of U q is the unique irre-U q. vv
 .  .  . .ducible constituent of z a . iv follows, because z a 1 si iq1 i iq1
 . .j a 1 s 1.i iq1
 .  .  U . U  .Now suppose that r, s / i, i q 1 . Then p a e s a e g u K *.r s r s v
U U  .For an arbitrary b g F , we consider the element a e q be g u K *.q r s i iq1 n
w x  . UBy 1, Lemma 2 , this element is U K -conjugate to a e if and only ifn r s
 .either r s i, or s s i q 1. By definition, we conclude that the U K -orbitn
 .   ..O a is of the second kind with respect to U K if and only if eitherr s v
 .r s i, or s s i q 1. By Theorem 4, we deduce that the character z a isr s
 .reducible if and only if either r s i, or s s i q 1. The proof of i is
complete.
On the other hand, suppose that either r s i or s s i q 1. Then, by
Theorem 4,
 .x bi iq1z a s z a , 0 , .  .r s r s
bgFq
 .where x b s 1 q be for all b g F . Moreover, for each b g F ,i iq1 i iq1 q q
 . x i iq1 b .  .the irreducible character z a , 0 of U q corresponds to ther s v
 .  .  .  U .F-stable U K -orbit which contains the element x b ? a e gv i iq1 r s
 .u K *. The lemma follows becausev
a eU q beU if r s ii s iq1 sUx b ? a e s .  . U Ui iq1 r s  a e q be if s s i q 1r iq1 r i
for all b g F .q
On the other hand, we have the following result.
 .  . aCOROLLARY 1. Let r, s g F n and let a g F . Then:q
 .i If r / i and s / i q 1,
 .U qnz a s j a q j a j b ; .  .  .  .r s r s r s i iq1
abgFq
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w x  .  .we note that, by 1, Proposition 2 , the characters j a j b , forr s i iq1
b g Fa, are all distinct.q
 .  .  .ii If r, s / i, i q 1 and, either r s i, or s s i q 1, then
 .U qnz a , b s j a .  .r s r s
for all b g F .q
 .  .Unq.  .iii 1 s 1 q j b .U q. U q. i iq1v n
abgFq
 .Proof. Suppose that r / i and s / i q 1. Then, by Lemma 7, z a isr s
 .irreducible and z b s 1 . Therefore, by Frobenius reciprocity, wei iq1 U q.v
deduce that
 .U qnz a , j a j b s z a , z a z b .  .  .  .  .  . .  . / U qr s r s i iq1 r s r s i iq1 . vU qn
s z a , z a s 1 .  . .  .U qr s r s v
 .for all b g F . The proof of i is complete.q
 .For ii , by Lemma 7 and by Frobenius reciprocity, we have
 .U qnz a , b , j a s z a , b , z a s 1 .  .  .  . .  . / U qr s r s r s r s . vU qn
 .for all b g F . Therefore, j a is an irreducible constituent ofq r s
 .Unq.  . . sy ry1z a , b for all b g F . The result follows because j a 1 s qr s q r s
 . sy ry2and z a , b s q for all b g F .r s q
 .  .The proof of iii is analogous to the proof of i .
To complete the proof of proposition 1, we establish a series of lemmas
  ..relating the multiplicity x , j w with the multiplicityD U  q .n
  ..x , j w . Each lemma depends on the ``quality'' of the rootv D v U q.v n
 .i, i q 1 . First, we prove the following.
v  .LEMMA 8. Let u be the irreducible character of U q defined byv
v .  .y1  .   v.Unq..u x s u v xv for all x g U q . Then x , u s 1. In fact, wev v
ha¨e:
 .  .  .i If the U K -orbit O of f is of the first kind with respect to U K ,n v v v
then
x s u v .  .U qv v
and
 .U qv nu s x q x j a . .  .v v i iq1
aagFq
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 .  .ii If the U K -orbit O of f is of the second kind with respect ton v v
 .U K , thenv
 .U qv nx s u .v
and
x s u v a , .  . . U qv v
agFq
v .  v. x i iq1a .  .where, for each a g F , u a s u and x a s 1 q a e gq i iq1 i iq1
 .U q .n
v  .Proof. We claim that u corresponds to the F-stable U K -orbitv
 .  .  .O : u K * of the element f s p f , where, as before, p : u K *v, 0 v v , 0 v n
 .  .ª u K * is the natural projection. To see this, let g g u K * andv v
y1  .  y1 . .  y1 .  .define v gv g u K * by v gv a s g v av for all a g u K .v v
 . y1  .We note that p f s v p f v. Then it is not difficult to show thatv
y1  .  .g g O if and only if v gv g O , where O : u K * is the U K -0 v , 0 0 v v
 .orbit of the element f s p f . It follows that0
c g v avy1 s c vy1 gv a .  . . .  . 0 0
F y1 FggO v gwgO0 v , 0
 .  . y1  . for all a g u q s u q l v u q v we recall that c is a nontrivialv n n 0
q.  .irreducible character of the additive group F . Using 6 , we concludeq
that
u v exp a s u v exp a vy1 .  . .
s u exp v avy1 . .
1
y1s c g v av . . 0F< < F’O0 ggO0
  .  .because the irreducible character u of U q corresponds to the U K -v v
.  .orbit O . Our claim follows by another application of 6 , because0
dim O s dim O .0 v , 0
 . Now suppose that the U K -orbit O is of the first kind with respect ton v
 .  .U K . Then, by Theorem 4, the character x is irreducible. Sincev v U q.v
 .f g p O , we conclude thatv, 0 v
x s u v . .  .U qv v
 .On the other hand, by Lemma 7, z a s 1 for all a g F . There-i iq1 U q. qv
fore, by Frobenius reciprocity,
 .U qv vnx j a , u s x , u s 1 .  .  . . . / U q  .v i iq1 v . U qvU q vn
 .for all a g F . i follows by character degree considerations.q
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 . On the other hand, suppose that O f is of the second kind withv
 ..  v.Unq.respect to U K . Then, by Theorem 5, the character u is irre-v
ducible, and so
 .U qv nx s u . .v
 .The statement about the decomposition of x follows from Theo-v U q.v
rem 4.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
COROLLARY 2. Let the notation be as before. Then:
 .  .i O is of the first kind with respect to U K if and only ifv v
 . y1  .x 1 s q x 1 .v
 .  .ii O is of the second kind with respect to U K if and only ifv v
 .  .x 1 s x 1 .v
 .  .  .Proof. By 12 , we have x 1 s qu 1 . On the other hand, by the
 . v .  .previous lemma, either x 1 s u 1 if O is of the first kind, or x 1 sv v v
v . v .qu 1 if O is of the second kind. The result follows because u 1 sv
 .u 1 .
c. .  r . .In the next lemmas, we will write S D and S D to denote the
 .  .  .following subsets of S D . For each root r, s g F n , we define
S c. r , s s a, s ; r - a - s and S  r . r , s s r , b ; r - b - s . 4  4 .  .  .  .
Then
S c. D s S c. r , s and S  r . D s S  r . r , s . .  .  .  .D D
 .  .r , s gD r , s gD
 .  .We note that S D is the union not necessarily disjoint of the subsets
c. .  r . .  . < c. . < <  r . . <S D and S D . Moreover, we have l D s S D s S D .
 .  .  . c. .LEMMA 9. Suppose that i, i q 1 g R D and that i, i q 1 f S D .v
 .  .   ..   ..Then, x 1 s q x 1 and x , j w s x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma follows by Corollary 2, because
 .  .the U K -orbit O is of the first kind with respect to U K . In fact, letn v v
a U  .a g K be arbitrary and consider the element f q a e g u K *.v i iq1 n
 .  . vD . U . vD . .Since i, i q 1 g R D , we have D f q a e / D f . There-v i iq1 v i iq1 i iq1 v
U  .  .  .fore, f q a e f V w . Since V w is U K -invariant, we concludev i iq1 D v D v nv v
that f q a eU f O for all a g K a.v i iq1 v
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w xNow, by 3, Theorem 7 ,
v D if DvD . f s 0 .  .i iq1 vD s .v v D . v D j i , i q 1 if D f / 0 4 .  .  .i iq1 v
 .  .  .Moreover, a, i , a9, i q 1 , i q 1, b f D for all 1 F a F i y 1, all 1 F a9
F i, and all i q 2 F b F n. Therefore,
j w s j a j w , .  .  .D in D 00
 .  .4where a s w i, n , D s D y i, n , and w is the restriction of w to D .0 0 0
On the other hand,
j w s j a j w .  .  .D v iq1n D 0v 0
 .if D s v D , whereasv
j w s j w i , i q 1 j a j w .  .  .  . .D v i iq1 v iq1n D 0v 0
 .  .4if D s v D j i, i q 1 .v
  ..  .Next we consider the multiplicity x , j w . By 12 and by Frobe-D U q.n
nius reciprocity, we deduce that
x , j w s u Unq. , j w s u , z w . .  .  . .  . . .  . .U q U qU qD D Dn vn
By Lemma 7, we have
z a s z a , b , .  .in in
bgFq
 .  .where, for each b g F , z a , b is the irreducible character of U qq in v
 . Uwhich corresponds to the F-stable U K -orbit of the element a e qv in
U  .be g u K *. Therefore,iq1n v
z w s z a z w s z a , b z w . .  .  .  .  .D in D 0 in D 00 0
bgFq
Let b g F be arbitrary. Then,q
v
vu , z a , b z w s u , z a , b z w .  .  .  . .  . /in D 0 in D 0 .U q  .0 0 U qv v
v vvs u , z a , b z w . .  . /in D 0  .U q0 v
 .  . USince z a , b corresponds to the U K -orbit of the element a e qin v in
U  .  .v  .be g u K *, the character z a , b corresponds to the U K -orbitiq1n v in v
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U U  . of the element be q a e g u K * see the first paragraph of thein iq1n v
.proof of Lemma 8 . It follows that
v
z a , b s z b , a . .  .in in
 .Since v D s D , we have0 0
v
z w a, b s z w a, b .  . .  .ab ab
 .    ..   ..vfor all a, b g D because z w a, b and z w a, b both corre-0 ab ab
 .  . U  . .spond to the U K -orbit of the element w a, b e g u K * . Therefore,v ab v
v
z w s z w .  .D 0 D 00 0
and so
 .U q  .U qn nz b , a z w s z b , a j w , .  .  .  . .in D 0 in D 00 0
 .  .  . v  .because j w s z w . Since x s u by Lemma 8 , weD 0 U q. D 0 v U q.0 v 0 v
conclude that
v vv vu , z a , b z w s u , z b , a z w .  .  .  . . /in D 0 in D 0  . . U qU q0 0 vv
 .U qns x , z b , a z w .  . .v in D 0 /0  .U qn
 .U qns x , z b , a j w . .  . /v in D 0  .0 U qn
 .Unq.  .If b is nonzero, the character z b , a is irreducible by Corollary 1in
and, in fact,
 .U qnz b , a s j b . .  .in in
  ..  . w xSince x , j w / 0 and i, n f D , 1, Theorem 1 implies thatv D v vv
 .U qnx , z b , a j w s 0. .  . /v in D 0  .0 U qn
 .  . On the other hand, since z a s j a is irreducible by Lemmaiq1n iq1n U q.v
.  . U  .7 , and it corresponds to the U K -orbit of a e g u K *, we havev iq1n v
z 0, a s z a . .  .in iq1n
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By Corollary 1 we conclude that
 .U qnz 0, a s j a q j g j a . .  .  .  .in iq1n iiq1 iq1n
aggFq
Therefore,
 .U qnx , z 0, a j w .  . /v in D 0  .0 U qn
s x , j a j w .  . .v iq1n D 0  .U q0 n
q x , j g j a j w . .  .  . . v i iq1 iq1n D 0  .U q0 n
aggFq
 . w xIf i, i q 1 f D , then, by 1, Theorem 1 ,v
x , j g j a j w s 0 .  .  . .v i iq1 iq1n D 0  .U q0 n
a  .for all g g F . On the other hand, suppose that i, i q 1 g D . Then, byq v
w x1, Lemmas 8 and 11 ,
j g j w i , i q 1 s j g q w i , i q 1 .  .  . .  .i iq1 i iq1 v i iq1 v
a w xfor all g g F . As before, 1, Theorem 1 implies thatq
x , j g j a j w s 0 .  .  . .v i iq1 iq1n D 0  .U q0 n
for all g g Fa. Therefore, in both cases, we conclude thatq
 .U qnx , z 0, a j w s x , j w . .  .  . . /v in D 0 v D v  .U q .0 vU q nn
The lemma is proved.
 .  .  .LEMMA 10. Suppose that i, i q 1 g R D and that i, i q 1 gv
c. .  .  .   ..   ..S D . Then x 1 s q x 1 and x , j w s x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
 .Proof. As in the previous lemma, the U K -orbit O is of the first kindn v
 .  .  .with respect to U K and so, by Corollary 2, x 1 s q x 1 .v v
w xNow, by 3, Theorem 7 ,
v D if DvD . f s 0 .  .i iq1 vD s .v v D . v D j i , i q 1 if D f / 0 4 .  .  .i iq1 v
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 .  .Furthermore, a, i , i q 1, b f D for all 1 F a F i y 1 and all i q 2 F b
 . F n. However, there exists 1 F a F i y 1 such that a, i q 1 g D hence,
 . .a, i g D . Therefore,v
j w s j a j b j w , .  .  .  .D in aiq1 D 00
 .  .  .  .4where a s w i, n , b s w a, i q 1 , D s D y i, n , a, i q 1 and w is0 0
the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j b j w .  .  .  .D v iq1n ai D 0v 0
 .if D s v D , whereasv
j w s j w i , i q 1 j a j b j w .  .  .  .  . .D v i iq1 v iq1n ai D 0v 0
 .  .4if D s v D j i, i q 1 .v
As before, we deduce that
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u , z a z b z w .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
s u , z a , a 9 z b , b9 z w .  .  . .  in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
a 9gF b 9gFq q
v v vvs u , z a , a 9 z b , b9 z w .  .  .   /in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
a 9gF b 9gFq q
s u v , z a 9, a z b9, b z w . .  .  . .  in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
a 9gF b 9gFq q
Let a 9, b9 g F and suppose that a 9 is nonzero. Let f be an irreducibleq
 .  .  .constituent of the character z a 9, a z b9, b z w and let O :in aiq1 D 0 f0
 .  . wu K * be the F-stable U K -orbit which corresponds to f. Then, by 1,v v
xCorollary 1 ,
O : Ov . a 9, a q Ov . b9, b q p V w , .  .  . .f in aiq1 D 00
v . .  .  .where O a 9, a : u K * is the U K -orbit which corresponds toin v v
 . v .  .  .  .z a 9, a , O b9, b : u K * is the U K -orbit which correspondsin a iq1 v v
 .  .  .to z b9, b , and p : u K * ª u K * is the natural projection.aiq1 n v
 .   ..  w x.Moreover, since V w s  O w r, s by 2, Theorem 1 , theD 0  r , s.g D r s0 0
  ..  .  .projection p V w : u K * is the sum of all U K -orbits of theD 0 v v0
 . U  .  .elements w r, s e g u K * with r, s g D . Therefore, any elementr s v 0
 .  .  .g g O satisfies g e s ??? s g e s 0 and g e s a 9 / 0. Sincef 1n iy1n in
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v  .  .  .u corresponds to the U K -orbit of the element p f g u K * andv v v
 .f e s 0, we conclude thatv in
u v , z a 9, a z b9, b z w s 0. .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
 . v  .Since x s u by Lemma 8, because O is of the first kind andv U q. vv
 .  .z w s j w , we obtainD 0 D 0 U q.0 0 v
x , j w s u v , z 0, a z b9, b z w .  .  .  . .  . . U qD in aiq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
b9gFq
 .U qns x , z 0, a z b9, b j w . .  .  . .  /v in aiq1 D 0  .0 U qn
b9gFq
 .  .  .Since z 0, a s z a s j a , we havein iq1n iq1n U q.v
 .  .U q U qn nz 0, a z b9, b s j a z b9, b .  .  .  . .in aiq1 iq1n aiq1
for all b9 g F . Suppose that b9 g Fa. Then, by Corollary 1,q q
 .Unq.  .  .z b9, b s j b9 is an irreducible character of U q . Sinceaiq1 aiq1 n
 .a,i q 1 f D , we conclude thatv
 .U qnx , z 0, a z b9, b j w s 0. .  .  . . /v in aiq1 D 0  .0 U qn
Therefore,
 .U qnx , j w s x , z 0, a z 0, b j w .  .  .  . .  . .U q  /D v in ais1 D 0n  .0 U qn
 .U qns x , j a z 0, b j w . .  .  . /v iq1n aiq1 D 0  .0 U qn
 .  .Since z 0, b s z b andaiq1 ai
 .U qnz b s j b q j b j g .  .  .  .ai ai ai i iq1
aggFq
 .by Corollary 1 , we conclude that
x , j w s x , j a j b j w .  .  .  . .  . .U qD v iq1n ai D 0  .n U q0 n
q x , j a j b j g j w . .  .  .  . . v iq1n ai i iq1 D 0  .U q0 n
aggFq
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Finally, we may repeat the argument of the final paragraph of the proof
Lemma 9 to conclude that
x , j a j b j g j w s 0 .  .  .  . .v iq1n ai i iq1 D 0  .U q0 n
for all g g Fa. Therefore,q
x , j w s x , j a j b j w s x , j w .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .U qD v iq1n ai D 0 v D v .  .n U q U q0 vn n
and the proof is complete.
 .  r . .  . c. .LEMMA 11. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D andv v
 . c. .i, i q 1 f S D . Then,
¡ x , j w if x 1 s q x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n~x , j w s . . .  .U qD n y1¢q x , j w if x 1 s x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n
w x  . c. .Proof. By 3, Theorem 7 , the condition i, i q 1 f S D impliesv
 .that there is no 1 F a F i y 1 with a, i g D. Moreover, the condition
 .  r . .i, i q 1 g S D implies that there exists i q 2 F b F y1 such thatv
 .i q 1, b g D. Therefore,
j w s j a j b j w , .  .  .  .D in iq1b D 00
 .  .  .  .4where a s w i, n , b s w i q 1, b , D s D y i, n , i q 1, b , and w0 0
is the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j b j w . .  .  .  .D v iq1n ib D 0v 0
Now the argument of the previous proof shows that
x , j w s u v , z g , a z b , 0 z w ; .  .  .  . .  . . U qD in ib D 0  .n U q0 v
ggFq
 .  .we note that, by Lemma 7, z b is the irreducible character of U qiq1b v
 . U  .which corresponds to the U K -orbit of be g u K *; hencev iq1b v
 .v  . U  .z b corresponds to the U K -orbit of be g u K *, and soiq1b v i b v
 .v  .z b s z b , 0 .iq1b ib
a  .Let g g F , let f be an irreducible constituent of z g , aq in
 .  .  .  .z b , 0 z w , and let O : u K * be the U K -orbit which corre-i b D 0 f v v0 w xsponds to f. Then we may use 1, Corollary 1 to conclude that any g g Of
 .  .  .satisfies g e s ??? s g e s 0 and g e s g / 0. Therefore,1n iy1n in
u v , z g , a z b , 0 z w s 0 .  .  . .in ib D 0  .U q0 v
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  . .  .  .because f e s 0 . Since z 0, a s z a , we obtainv in in iq1n
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z w . .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n ib D 0  .n U q0 v
 .  .  .Suppose that x 1 s q x 1 . Then, by Corollary 2, the U K -orbit Ov n v
 .  . vis of the first kind with respect to U K , and so x s u . Sincev v U q.v
  .  ..  .  .j a j w s z a z w , we conclude thatiq1n D 0 U q. iq1n D 00 v 0
 .U qnx , j w s x , j a z b , 0 j w . .  .  .  . .  .U q  /D v iq1n ib D 0n  .0 U qn
 .Unq.  .  .Since z b , 0 s j b by Corollary 1 , we obtaini b ib
x , j w s x , j w , .  . .  . .U qD v D v  .n U qv n
as required.
 .  .On the other hand, suppose that x 1 s x 1 . Then, by Corollary 2, thev
 .  .U K -orbit O is of the second kind with respect to U K , and son v v
 v.Unq.   ..x s u . In this case we calculate the multiplicity x , j w .v v D v U q.v n
By Lemma 7 we have
x , j w s u v , z a z b , g z w . .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n ib D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
ggFq
We claim that
z a z b , g s z a z b , 0 .  .  .  .iq1n ib iq1n ib
 .  . for all g g F . Let g g F be arbitrary. Since j a s z a byq q iq1n U q. iq1nv
.  .Unq.  .  .Lemma 7 and z b , g s j b by Corollary 1 , we havei b ib
 .U qnz a z b , g s j a j b . .  .  .  . .iq1n ib iq1n ib
w x  .By 1, Lemma 5 we note that i - i q 1 - b - n , the character
 .  .j a j b has q irreducible constituents which correspond to theiq1n ib
 . U U U  .U K -orbits of the q distinct elements a e q be q me g u K *,n iq1n bi i iq1 n
 . U U Uwhere m g F . For any m g F , the U K -orbit of a e q be q meq q n iq1n bi i iq1
 . U Uis of the first kind with respect to U K ; otherwise, a e q be qv iq1n bi
U  . U Ume is U K -conjugate to a e q be . Therefore, all of the irre-i iq1 n iq1n bi
 .  .ducile constituents of j a j b have the same irreducible restrictioniq1n ib
 .   U U U .f to U q by Theorems 3 and 4, because p a e q be q me sv iq1n bi i iq1
U U  . .a e q be g u K * . It follows thatiq1n bi v
j a j b s qf . .  . .  .U qiq1n ib v
Since
j a j b s z a z b , g .  .  .  . .  . U qiq1n ib iq1n ibv
ggFq
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 .by Lemma 7 , we conclude that
z a z b , g s f .  .iq1n ib
for all g g F . Our claim is proved.q
Finally, we deduce that
x , j w s q u v , z a z b , 0 z w .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n ib D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
s q x , j w . . .  .U qD n
The proof of the lemma is complete.
 .  r . .  . c. .LEMMA 12. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D , andv v
 . c. .i, i q 1 g S D . Then,
¡ x , j w if x 1 s q x 1 .  .  . .v D v vv~x , j w s . . .  .U qD n y1¢q x , j w if x 1 s x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n
Proof. We follow the proof of the previous lemma. In this case, there
 .exists 1 F a F i y 1 such that a, i q 1 g D, and we have
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D in iq1b aiq1 D 00
 .  .  .  .where a s w i, n , b s w i q 1, b , g s w a, i q 1 , D s D y i, n ,0
 .  .4 i q 1, b , a, i q 1 , and w is the restriction of w to D i q 2 F b F0 0
.n y 1, as in the previous lemma . On the other hand,
j w s j a j b j g j w . .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n ib ai D 0v 0
We have
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u v , z a 9, a z b , 0 z g 9, g z w . .  .  .  . .  in ib aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
a 9gF g 9gFq q
As before,
u v , z a 9, a z b , 0 z g 9, g z w s 0 .  .  .  . .in ib aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all a 9 g Fa. Therefore,q
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z g 9, g z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . . U qD iq1n ib aiq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
g 9gFq
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Let g 9 g Fa and let f be any irreducible constituent ofq
 .  .  .  . w x  .z a z b , 0 z g 9, g z w . By 1, Corollary 1 , the U K -orbitiq1n ib aiq1 D 0 v0
 .O : u K * which corresponds to f is contained in the sum of thef v
 . U U U U  . UU K -orbits of the elements a e , be , g 9e q g e , and w u, ¨ ev iq1n ib aiq1 ai u¨
 .for u, ¨ g D . It follows that any element g g O satisfies the equation0 f
Dv  .  w xD g / 0 cf. 2, Theorem 1 and the definition of the basic subvari-aiq1
 . .  .  .  .eties of u K * . Since f g V w and a, i q 1 g R D y D , wen v D v v vvDv  .   ..have D f s 0 by definition of V w . Therefore,aiq1 v D vv
u v , z a z b , 0 z g 9, g z w s 0. .  .  .  . .iq1n ib aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
 .  .Since z 0, g s z g , we conclude thataiq1 ai
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z g z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n ib ai D 0  .n U q0 v
 .  .  .Now suppose that x 1 s q x 1 . Then, by Corollary 2, the U K -orbitv n
 .O is of the first kind with respect to U K , and so, by Lemma 8,v v
 . vx s u . It follows thatv U q.v
 .U qnx , j w s x , j a z b , 0 j g j w , .  .  .  .  . .  .U q  /D v iq1n ib ai D 0n  .0 U qn
  .  .  ..  .  .  .because j a j g j w s z a z g z w . Sinceiq1 n ai D 0 U  q . iq1 n ai D 00 v 0
 .Unq.  .z b , 0 s j b , we conclude thati b ib
x , j w s x , j w . .  . .  . .U qD v D v  .n U qv n
 .  .On the other hand, suppose that x 1 s x 1 . Then O is of the secondv v
 .  v.Unq.kind with respect to U K , and so x s u . In this case, we repeatv v
the proof of the previous lemma to conclude that
x , j w s q u v , z a z b , 0 z g z w .  .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n ib ai D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
s q x , j w . . .  .U qD n
The proof of the lemma is complete.
 . c. .  .  r . .LEMMA 13. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D andv v
 .  c . .  .  .   ..i, i q 1 f S D . Then x 1 s x 1 and x , j w sv D U  q .n
  ..x , j w .v D v U q.v n
 . c. .Proof. Since i, i q 1 f S D , there is no 1 F a9 F i y 1 such that
 .  . c. .a9, i q 1 g D. Therefore, i, i q 1 g S D if and only if there existsv
 .  .1 F a F i y 1 such that a, i q 1 g D and a, i g D. Moreover, thev
 .  r . .condition i, i q 1 f S D implies that there is no i q 2 F b F n y 1v
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 .with i q 1, b g D. It follows that
j w s j a j b j w , .  .  .  .D in ai D 00
 .  .  .  .4where a s w i, n , b s w a, i , D s D y i, n , a, i , and w is the0 0
restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j b j w . .  .  .  .D v iq1n aiq1 D 0v 0
 .To prove the first assertion of the lemma, we claim that the U K -orbitn
 .O is of the second kind with respect to U K . Suppose that O is of thev v v
 .  .first kind. Then, by Theorem 2, the image p O : u K * is a singlev v
 . a  .U K -orbit. Let l g K and consider the element x l s 1 q lev i iq1 i iq1
 .  .   . .  .  .g U K . Then g l s p x l ? f g u K * is U K -conjugate ton v i iq1 v v v
 . y1  .  . y1  . g s p f . Thus v g l v is U K -conjugate to v g v s p f forv v v v v
y1  . .the definition of v hv, for h g u K *, see the proof of Lemma 8 . Letv
 .  .  .   .. y1  .f l g u K * be the unique element satisfying p f l s v g l vn v
 . .  .and f l e s 0. Since the U K -orbit O is of the second kind withi iq1 n
 .  .  . respect to U K , we conclude that f l is U K -conjugate to f byv n
.Theorem 3 . Since
w xx l e x yl s e q l e e , .  .i iq1 r s i iq1 r s i iq1 r s
we have
¡f e if r / i q 1 and s / i .r s~ f e q l f e if r s i q 1 .  .g l e s .  . i s iq1 sv r s ¢f e y l f e if s s i .  .r is1 r i
 .  .  .  .for all r, s g F n , r, s / i, i q 1 . It follows that
f l e s vy1 g l v e s g l e .  .  .  .  .  . .r s v r s v v  r .v  s.
¡f e if r / i q 1 and s / i .r s~ f e q l f e if r s i .  .s i s iq1 s¢f e y l f e if s s i q 1 .  .r iq1 r i
 .  .  .  .for all r, s g F n , r, s / i, i q 1 . Now we consider the function
D  .  .  . D   ..D : u K * ª K. Since a, i q 1 g R D y D, we have D f l saiq1 n aiq1
D  .   .. D   ..D f s 0 we recall that f g V w . On the other hand, D f laiq1 D aiq1
D  . D  . D  .s D f q lD f , and so lD f s 0. This is a contradiction, be-aiq1 ai ai
 .  D  . .cause l / 0 and a, i g D hence, D f / 0 . It follows that O is ofai v
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 .  .  .the second kind with respect to U K , and this implies that x 1 s x 1v v
 .by Corollary 2 .
 .Now we have repeating the usual argument
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z w . .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n aiq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
 v.Unq.On the other hand, by Lemma 8, x s u , and sov
x , j w s u v , z w .  . .  .v D v D v .  .U q U qv vn v
s u v , z a z b , b9 z w . .  .  . . iq1n aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9gFq
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we claim that
u v , z a z b , b9 z w s 0 .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
whenever b9 g F is nonzero. Let b9 g Fa be arbitrary. Then,q q
u v , z a z b , b9 z w .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
s u , z a , 0 z b9, b z w . .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
 .  .  .Let f be any irreducible constituent of z a , 0 z b9, b z w andin aiq1 D 00
 .  .let O : u K * be the U K -orbit which corresponds to f. Let g gf v v
 .  .  .  .u K * be such that p g g O . Then g e s ??? s g e s 0 andn f 1n iy1n
 .  .  .g e s a / 0. Thus the U K -orbit O9 : u K * of g is of the secondin n n
 .  . Unq.kind with respect to U K see Lemma 3 and its proof . Therefore, fv
 .  .is an irreducible character of U q by Theorem 5 . Sincen
  .  ..Unq.  .  . z a , 0 z b9, b s j a j b9 see the proof of the previ-in aiq1 in aiq1
.  .  . Unq.ous lemma and j w s z w , we conclude that f is anD 0 U q. D 00 v 0
irreducible constituent of
 .U qnz a , 0 z b9, b z w s j a j b9 j w . .  .  .  .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0 in aiq1 D 00 0
D  . D  . It follows that D g / 0 for all g g O . Since D f s 0 becauseaiq1 f aiq1
 .  . .  .a, i q 1 g R D y D , and since u corresponds to the U K -orbit of thev
 .  .element p f g u K *, we conclude thatv
u , z a , 0 z b9, b z w s 0. .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
It follows that
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z w , .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n aiq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
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 . c. .  .  r . .LEMMA 14. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D andv v
 . c. .  .i, i q 1 g S D . Suppose also that b, i f D for all 1 F b F i y 1.
 .  .   ..   ..Then x 1 s x 1 and x , j w s x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
 .Proof. In this case, there exists 1 F a F i y 1 such that a, i q 1 g D,
and we have
j w s j a j b j w , .  .  .  .D in aiq1 D 00
 .  .  .  .4where a s w i, n , b s w a, i q 1 , D s D y i, n , a, i q 1 , and w0 0
is the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j g j w , .  .  .  .D v iq1n aiq1 D 0v 0
 .  .  wwhere g s w a, i q 1 ; we note that a, i q 1 g D l D see 3, Theo-v v
x.rem 7 .
 .To prove the first assertion of the lemma, we claim that the U K -orbitn
 .O is of the second kind with respect to U K . Suppose that O is of thev v v
first kind and repeat the construction of the previous proof to obtain, for
a  . D   .. D  .each l g K , the element f l g O. Then D f l s D f / 0aiq1 aiq1
  . . D   .. D  .we note that a, i q 1 g D . On the other hand, D f l s D faiq1 aiq1
Dv  . Dv  .q lD f . Therefore, lD f s 0. This is a contradiction, becauseaiq1 aiq1
Dv  . Dv  .   . .l / 0 and D f s D f / 0 we note that a, i q 1 g D . Thisaiq1 aiq1 v v
 .contradiction implies that O is of the second kind with respect to U Kv v
 .  .and so, by Corollary 2, x 1 s x 1 .v
Now, by the usual argument,
x , j w s u v , z a z b9, b z w . .  .  .  . .  . . U qD iq1n aiq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
b9gFq
Let b9 g F be arbitrary, let f be any irreducible constituent ofq
 .  .  .  .  .z a z b9, b z w , and let O : u K * be the U K -orbitiq1n aiq1 D 0 f v v0 w x which corresponds to f. Then, by 2, Theorem 1 and by the definition of
.  . Dv  .basic subvariety , there exists a constant c b9 g F such that D g sq aiq1
 .  .c b9 for all g g O . Moreover, for all b9, b0 g F , we have c b9 sf q
 . Dv  .  .c b0 if and only if b9 s b0. Since D f s c g , we conclude thataiq1 v
u v , z a z b9, b z w s 0 .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all b9 g F , b9 / g . Therefore,q
x , j w s u v , z a z g , b z w . .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n aiq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
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 v.Unq.On the other hand, by Lemma 8, x s u . Thus,v
x , j w s u v , z a z g , g 9 z w . .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n aiq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
g 9gFq
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we claim that
u v , z a z g , g 9 z w s 0 .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all g 9 g F , g 9 / b. In fact,q
u v , z a z g , g 9 z w .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
s u , z a , 0 z g 9, g z w , .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
and an argument similar to the one used in the previous paragraph with
D .the function D shows thataiq1
u , z a , 0 z g 9, g z w s 0 .  .  . .in aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
whenever g 9 g F , g 9 / b.q
The proof of the lemma is complete.
 . c. .  .  r . .LEMMA 15. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D , andv v
 . c. .  .i, i q 1 g S D . Suppose also that b, i g D l D for some 1 F b Fv
 .  .   ..   ..i y 1. Then x 1 s x 1 and x , j w s x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
 .Proof. In this case, there exists 1 F a F i y 1 such that a, i q 1 g D;
w xmoreover, by 3, Theorem 7 , we must have a - b. Hence,
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D in aiq1 bi D 00
 .  .  .  . where a s w i, n , b s w a, i q 1 , g s w b, i , D s D y i, n , a, i q0
.  .41 , b, i , and w is the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0 0
j w s j a j m j n j w , .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n aiq1 b D 0v i 0
 .  .   .where m s w a, i q 1 and n s w b, i we note that a, i q 1 gv v
.D l D .v
 .An imitation of the previous proof shows that the U K -orbit O is ofn v
 .  .  .the second kind with respect to U K . Thus, by Corollary 2, x 1 s x 1 .v v
Now, by the usual argument,
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u v , z a z b9, b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9gFq
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As in the previous case, we have
u v , z a z b9, b z g , 0 z w s 0 .  .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all b9 g F , b9 / m. Therefore,q
x , j w s u v , z a z m , b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
 .On the other hand, consider the character j w . We claim thatD vv
 .U qnj w s z a z m , b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .D v iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0v 0
 .  .  .  .Since j a s z a and j w s z w , the right-handiq1n U q. iq1n D 0 U q. D 0v 0 v 0
side of this equality is equal to
 .U qnj a z m , b z g , 0 j w . .  .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 00
Therefore, our claim will follow once we prove the equality
 .U qnz m , b z g , 0 s j m j n . .  .  .  . .aiq1 biq1 aiq1 bi
 .  .  .  wSince a - b, the character j m j n of U q is irreducible by 1,aiq1 bi n
x. w x  .Theorem 3 . Moreover, by 1, Corollary 1 , it corresponds to the U K -n
 .  . U U  . worbit O m q O n of the element me q n e g u K *. By 2,aiq1 bi aiq1 bi n
x  .  .Theorem 1 , this U K -orbit is a basic subvariety of u K *. Let f be then n
 .  .irreducible constituent of z m, b z g , 0 which corresponds to theaiq1 biq1
 .  .  U U U .U K -orbit O : u K * of the element p me q be q g e . Byv f v aiq1 ai b iq1
w x  w3, Theorem 7 , we have bg s ymn and so using 2, Theo-
x Urem 1 and the definition of the basic subvarieties the element me qaiq1
U U  .  .  .be q g e g u K * lies in O m q O n . It follows thatai b iq1 n aiq1 b i
meU q beU q g eU g py1 O l O m q O n . .  . . .aiq1 ai b iq1 f aiq1 bi
w xBy 1, Theorem 2 , we conclude that
j m j n , fUnq. / 0. .  . .  .U qaiq1 b i n
 .  .Since f is a constituent of z m, b z g , 0 , we deduce thataiq1 biq1
 .U qnj m j n , z m , b z g , 0 / 0 .  .  .  . . /aiq1 bi aiq1 biq1  .U qn
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  .  . .we recall that j m j n is irreducible . On the other hand,aiq1 b i
 .U qnz m , b z g , 0 1 s q ? z m , b 1 ? z g , 0 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .aiq1 b iq1 aiq1 biq1
s q ? qiyay1 ? qiyby1 s qiya ? qiyby1
s j m 1 j n 1 , .  .  .  .aiq1 bi
which completes the proof of the required equality.
Finally,
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
 .U qns x , z a z m , b z g , 0 z w .  .  .  . .v iq1n aiq1 b iq1 D 0 /0  .U qn
s x , z a z m , b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . . .U qv iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .v U q0 v
 . Since O is of the second kind with respect to U K , we have by Lem-v v
.ma 8
x s u v l , .  . . U qv v
lgFq
v .  v. x i iq1l.  .where, for each l g F , u l s u and x l s 1 q le gq i iq1 i iq1
 .U q . Hence,n
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v l , z a z m , b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . . iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
lgFq
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we claim that
u v l , z a z m , b z g , 0 z w s 0 .  .  .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
a  v ..v  .for all l g F . Since u l s u l , this equivalent to proving thatq
u l , z a , 0 z b , m z g z w s 0 .  .  .  .  . .in aiq1 bi D 0  .U q0 v
a  .for all l g F . Let f be an irreducible constituent of z a , 0 zq in aiq1
 .  .  .  .  .b , m z g z w and let O : u K * be the U K -orbit which corre-bi D 0 f v v0 w xsponds to f. Then, using 2, Theorem 1 , we may conclude that there exists
 . D  .  .an element c b g F such that D g s c b for all g g O . On theq aiq1 f
 .  .  .other hand, let l g F be arbitrary and let O l : u K be the U K -q 0 v v
 . worbit which corresponds to the irreducible character u l . Then, using 2,
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x  .Theorem 1 , we may also conclude that there exists an element c9 l g Fq
such that
DD g s c9 l .  .aiq1
 .  .  .for all g g O l . Moreover, we have c9 l / c9 l9 whenever l9 g F is0 q
 .  . not equal to l. Our claim follows because c b s c9 0 as one can easily
.  .check . Since u 0 s u , the proof of the lemma is complete.
 . c. .  .  r . .LEMMA 16. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D , andv v
 . c. .i, i q 1 g S D . Suppose also that there exists 1 F b F i y 1 such that
 .  .  .b, i g D and b, i f D . Let 1 F a F i y 1 be such that a, i q 1 g Dv
and assume that a - b. Then,
¡ x , j w if x 1 s q x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n~x , j w s . . .  .U qD n y1¢q x , j w if x 1 s x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n
Proof. In this case, we have
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D in aiq1 bi D 00
 .  .  .  .where a s w i, n , b s w a, i q 1 , g s w b, i , D s D y i, n ,0
 .  .4a, i q 1 , b, i , and w is the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0 0
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n ai b iq1 D 0v 0
 .  w x.because D s v D and w s w ( v by 3, Theorem 7 .v v
As usual, we have
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u v , z a z b9, b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9gFq
 .Since a, i g D , an argument similar to the one used in the previousv
proof shows that
u v , z a z b9, b z g , 0 z w s 0 .  .  .  . .iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all b9 g Fa. Therefore,q
x , j w s u v , z a z b z g , 0 z w , .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n ai b iq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
 .  .because z 0, b s z b .aiq1 ai
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 .  .  v.Unq.Now, suppose that x 1 s x 1 . Then, x s u , and sov v
x , j w s u v , z a z b z g , g 9 z w . .  .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n ai b iq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
g 9gFq
An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 11 shows that
z b z g , g 9 s z b z g , 0 .  .  .  .ai b iq1 ai b iq1
for all g 9 g F . Therefore,q
x , j w s q u v , z a z b z g , 0 z w .  .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n ai b iq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
s q x , j w , . .  .U qD n
as required.
 .  .  . vOn the other hand, suppose that x 1 s q x 1 . Then, x s u ,v v U q.v
and so
 .U qnx , j w s x , z a z b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD v iq1n ai b iq1 D 0 /n 0  .U qn
Since
z a z b z w s j a j b j w , .  .  .  .  .  . .iq1n ai D 0 iq1n ai D 0  .U q0 0 v
we have
 .U qnz a z b z g , 0 z w .  .  .  . .iq1n ai b iq1 D 00
 .U qns j a j b z g , 0 j w . .  .  .  .iq1n ai b iq1 D 00
U q.n .  .  .The result follows, because z g , 0 s j g by Corollary 1 .b iq1 biq1
 . c. .  .  r . .LEMMA 17. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D , i, i q 1 f S D , andv v
 . c. .i, i q 1 g S D . Suppose also that there exists 1 F b F i y 1 such that
 .  .  .b, i g D and b, i f D . Let 1 F a F i y 1 be such that a, i q 1 g Dv
 .  .   ..and assume that b - a. Then, x 1 s x 1 and x , j w sv D U q.n
  ..q x , j w .v D v U q.v n
Proof. As in the previous lemma, we have
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D in aiq1 bi D 00
 .  .  .  .where a s w i, n , b s w a, i q 1 , g s w b, i , D s D y i, n ,0
 .  .4a, i q 1 , b, i , and w is the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0 0
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n ai b iq1 D 0v 0
 .  w x.because D s v D and w s w ( v by 3, Theorem 7 .v v
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The same argument used in the first part of the proof of Lemma 13
 .  .shows that the U K -orbit O is of the second kind with respect to U K .n v v
 .  .  v.Unq. Therefore, x 1 s x 1 and x s u by Corollary 2 and by Lemmav v
.8, respectively .
Now we have
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u v , z a z b9, b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9gFq
We claim that
z b9, b z g , 0 s z b z g , 0 .  .  .  .aiq1 b iq1 ai b iq1
for all b9 g F . This is clear if b9 s 0. Hence, suppose that b9 g F isq q
 .  . Unonzero and let O : u K * be the U K -orbit of the element b9eb9 v v aiq1
U U  .  .  .  .q g e q be g u K *. Since O g q O b is the U K -orbitbiq1 ai v biq1 ai n
U U U  .  w xof b9e q g e q be g u K * by 2, Theorem 1 and by theaiq1 biq1 ai n
 . . y1 .definition of the basic subvarieties of u K * , we have p O lv b 9
  .  ..  .  .O g q O b / B, where p : u K * ª u K * is the usual pro-biq1 ai n v
w xjection. Therefore, by 1, Theorem 2 ,
 .U qnz b9, b z g , 0 , j b j g / 0. .  .  .  . . /aiq1 biq1 ai b iq1  .U qn
By Frobenius reciprocity, we conclude that
z b9, b z g , 0 , j b j g / 0. .  .  .  . . . .U q  .aiq1 biq1 ai b iq1 U qv v
Now, by Lemma 7,
j b j g s z b z g , g 9 . .  .  .  . .  . U qai b iq1 ai b iq1v
g 9gFq
 .  .  .For each g 9 g F , let O g 9 : u K * be the U K -orbit which corre-q b 9 v v
 .  .  .sponds to the irreducible character z b z g , g 9 of U q . Thenai b iq1 v
 .  .g e s g 9 for all g g O g 9 , and sobi b 9
z b9, b z g , 0 , z b z g , g 9 s 0 .  .  .  . .  .U qaiq1 biq1 ai b iq1 v
whenever g 9 g F is nonzero. It follows thatq
z b9, b z g , 0 , z b z g , 0 / 0; .  .  .  . .  .U qaiq1 biq1 ai b iq1 v
 .  .in other words, z b z g , 0 is an irreducible constituent ofai b iq1
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 .  .z b9, b z g , 0 . Finally, we consider character degrees. On the oneaiq1 biq1
hand, we have
z b z g , 0 1 s qiyay1qiq1yby2 s qiyay1qiyby1. .  .  . .ai b iq1
On the other hand,
z b9, b z g , 0 1 s qiq1yay2qiq1yby2 s qiyay1qiyby1. .  .  . .aiq1 biq1
The required equality follows. Therefore,
x , j w s q u v , z a z b z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n ai b iq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
Finally,
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b z g , g 9 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n ai b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
g 9gFq
 .  .Since the U K -orbit associated with the irreducible character u con-v
 .  . D  .tains the element p f g u K * and D f s 0, we havev v biq1 v
u , z a , 0 z b , 0 z g 9, g z w s 0 .  .  .  . .in aiq1 b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all g 9 g Fa. Hence,q
x , j w s u v , z a z b z g , 0 z w .  .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n ai b iq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
and the lemma follows.
 . c. .  r . .  .LEMMA 18. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D l S D and i, i q 1v v
c. .  .  .   .. y1  ..f S D . Then x 1 s x 1 and x j w s q x , j w .v , D U q. v D v U q.n v n
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 13. The proof of the first
assertion is precisely the same. For the second, we have
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D in iq1 j b i D 00
 .  .where i q 2 F j F n y 1 is such that i q 1, j g D, a s w i, n , b s
 .  .  .  .  .4w i q 1, j , g s w b, i , D s D y i, n , i q 1, j , b, i , and w is the0 0
restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j b j g j w . .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n i j b iq1 D 0v 0
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By the usual kind of argument,
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n i j b iq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
 v.Unq.On the other hand, we have x s u . Hence,v
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b , b9 z g , g 9 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n i j b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9 , g 9gFq
D  .Using the function D : u K * ª K, we may conclude thatbiq1 n
u , z a , 0 z b9, b z g 9, g z w s 0 .  .  .  . .n i j b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all g 9 g Fa. Therefore,q
u v , z a z b , b9 z g , g 9 z w s 0, .  .  .  . .iq1n i j b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all g 9 g Fa. It follows thatq
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b , b9 z g , 0 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n i j b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9gFq
As in the proof of Lemma 11, we have
z a z b , b9 s z a z b , 0 .  .  .  .iq1n i j iq1n i j
for all b9 g F . Therefore,q
x , j w s q u v , z a z b , 0 z g , 0 z w , .  .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n i j b iq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
 . c. .  r . .  .LEMMA 19. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D l S D and i, i q 1v v
c. .  .  .g S D . Suppose also that b, i f D for all 1 F b F i y 1. Then x 1 s
 .   .. y1  ..x 1 and x , j w s q x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 13. The first assertion is a
repetition of that proof. For the second, we have
j w s j a j b j g j w , .  .  .  .  .D in iq1 j aiq1 D 00
 .where i q 2 F j F n y 1 is such that i q 1, j g D, and 1 F a F i y 1 is
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 .  .  .  .such that a, i q 1 g D, a s w i, n , b s w i q 1, j , g s w a, i q 1 ,
 .  .  .4D s D y i, n , i q 1, j , a, i q 1 , and w is the restriction of w to0 0
D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j b j m j w , .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n i j aiq1 D 0v 0
 .where m s w a, i q 1 .v
As in the proof of Lemma 13,
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z m , g z w . .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n i j aiq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
 v.Unq.On the other hand, we have x s u . Hence,v
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b , b9 z m , m9 z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n i j aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9 , m9gFq
D  .Using the function D : u K * ª K, we may conclude thatbiq1 n
u , z a , 0 z b9, b z m9, m z w s 0 .  .  .  . .in i j aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all m9 g F , m9 / g . Therefore,q
u v , z a z b , b9 z m , m9 z w s 0 .  .  .  . .iq1n i j aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all m9 g F , m9 / g . It follows thatq
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b , b9 z m , g z w . .  .  .  . . iq1n i j aiq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9gFq
As in the proof of Lemma 11, we have
z a z b , b9 s z a z b , 0 .  .  .  .iq1n i j iq1n i j
for all b9 g F . Therefore,q
x , j w s q u v , z a z b , 0 z m , g z w , .  .  .  .  . .  .v D v iq1n i j aiq1 D 0 .  .U q U qv 0n v
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
 . c. .  r . .  .LEMMA 20. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D l S D and i, i q 1v v
c. .  .f S D . Suppose also that b, i g D l D for some 1 F b F i y 1.v
 .  .   .. y1  ..Then x 1 s x 1 and x , j w s q x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
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Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 15. The first assertion has the
same proof. For the second, we have
j w s j a j b j g j d j w , .  .  .  .  .  .D in iq1 j aiq1 bi D 00
 .where i q 2 F j F n y 1 is such that i q 1, j g D, and 1 F a F i y 1 is
 .  .  .  .such that a, i q 1 g D, a s w i, n , b s w i q 1, j , g s w a, i q 1 ,
 .  .  .  .  .4d s w b, i , D s D y i, n , i q 1, j , a, i q 1 , b, i , and w is the0 0
restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0
j w s j a j b j m j n j w , .  .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n i j aiq1 b i D 0v 0
 .  .   .where m s w a, i q 1 and n s w b, i we note that a, i q 1 gv v
.D l D .v
As in the proof of Lemma 15, we have
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u v , z a z b , 0 z m , g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .iq1n i j aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
  ..To calculate the Frobenius product x , j w , we first prove thev D v U q.v n
equality
 .U qnj w s q z a z b , 0 z m , g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  .  . .D v iq1n i j aiq1 biq1 D 0v 0
w x  .  .By 1, Lemma 5 , the character j a j b has q distinct irreducibleiq1n i j
constituents which are parameterized by the elements of the field F . Forq
 .  .  .each l g F , let f l be the irreducible constituent of j a j bq iq1n i j
  .  .  ..which corresponds to l; then f l , j a j b s 1 andiq 1 n i j
 .  .  .j a j b s  f l . Therefore,iq1n i j lg Fq
j w s f l j m j n j w , .  .  .  .  .D v aiq1 bi D 0v 0
lgFq
and so the required equality will follow once we prove the equalities
f l j m j n j w .  .  .  .aiq1 ai D 00
 .U qns z a z b , 0 z m , g z d , 0 z w .  .  .  .  . .iq1n i j aiq1 biq1 D 00
for l g F . Let l g F be arbitrary. Sinceq q
f l s z a z b , 0 .  .  . .U q iq1n i jv
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 w x.  .  .see 1, Lemma 5 and j w s z w , the right-hand side of theD 0 U q. D 00 v 0
equality above is equal to
 .U qnf l z m , g z d , 0 j w . .  .  .  . .aiq1 biq1 D 00
As in the proof of Lemma 15, we have
 .U qnz m , g z d , 0 s j m j n . .  .  .  . .aiq1 biq1 aiq1 b i
The proof of the lemma now follows as in Lemma 15.
 . c. .  r . .  .LEMMA 21. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D l S D and i, i q 1v v
c. .  .g S D . Suppose also that there exists 1 F b F i y 1 such that b, i g D
 .  .and b, i f D . Let 1 F a F i y 1 be such that a, i q 1 g D and assumev
that a - b. Then,
¡ y1q x , j w if x 1 s q x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n~x , j w s . . .  .U qD n y2¢q x , j w if x 1 s x 1 .  .  . .v D v v .U qv n
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 16. We have
j w s j a j b j g j d j w , .  .  .  .  .  .D in iq1 j aiq1 bi D 00
 .  .where i q 2 F j F n y 1 is such that i q 1, j g D, a s w i, n , b s
 .  .  .  .  .w i q 1, j , g s w a, i q 1 , d s w b, i , D s D y i, n , i q 1, j ,0
 .  .4a, i q 1 , b, i , and w is the restriction of w to D . On the other hand,0 0
j w s j a j b j g j d j w , .  .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0v 0
 .  w xbecause D s v D by 3, Theorem 7 .v
As in the proof of Lemma 16, we have
x , j w s u v , z a z b , 0 z g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
 .  .  v.Unq.Now suppose that x 1 s x 1 . Then x s u , and sov v
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b , b9 z g z d , d 9 z w . .  .  .  .  . . iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9 , d 9gFq
We have
z a z b , b9 s z a z b , 0 .  .  .  .iq1n i j iq1n i j
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 .for all b9 g F see the proof of Lemma 11 . On the other hand,q
z g z d , d 9 s z g z d , 0 .  .  .  .ai b iq1 ai b iq1
 .for all d 9 g F see the proof of Lemma 16 . Therefore,q
x , j w s q2 x , j w , .  . .  . . . U qv D v D n .U qv n
as required.
 .  .  . vOn the other hand, suppose that x 1 s q x 1 . Then x s u ,v v U q.v
and so
x , j w . .  .U qD n
 .U qns x , z a z b , 0 z g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . .v iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0 /0  .U qn
The result will follow once we prove the equality
 .U qnj w s q z a z b , 0 z g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  .  . .D v iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0v 0
Since
z g z w s j g j w , .  .  .  . .ai D 0 ai D 0  .U q0 0 v
the right-hand side of the equality above is equal to
 .U qnz a z b , 0 z d , 0 j g j w . .  .  .  .  . .iq1n i j b iq1 ai D 00
w x  .  .  .By 2, Theorem 3 , the character j a j b j d has a uniqueiq1n i j b iq1
irreducible constituent which appears with multiplicity q. We denote this
constituent by f, and we claim that
 .U qnf s z a z b , 0 z d , 0 . .  .  . .iq1n i j b iq1
 . U UIn fact, f corresponds to the U K -orbit of the element a e q be qn iq1n i j
U  .d e g u K *. The image of this element, under the projection p :biq1 n
 .  .  .u K * ª u K *, lies in a U K -orbit which corresponds to an irre-n v v
 .  .  . wducible constituent of z a z b , 0 z d , 0 . Therefore, by 1, Theo-iq1n i j b iq1
xrem 2 ,
 .U qnf , z a z b , 0 z d , 0 / 0. .  .  . .iq1n i j b iq1 /  .U qn
Now we have
f 1 s qy1q ny  iq1.y1q jy iy1q iq1.yby1 s q nq jyiyby4 , .
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whereas
 .U qnz a z b , 0 z d , 0 1 .  .  .  . .iq1n i j b iq1
s qqny  iq1.y1q jy iy2q iq1.yby2 s q nq jyiyby4 .
The desired equalities follow and the proof of the lemma is complete.
 . c. .  r . .  .LEMMA 22. Suppose that i, i q 1 g S D l S D and i, i q 1v v
c. .  .g S D . Suppose also that there exists 1 F b F i y 1 such that b, i g D
 .  .and b, i f D . Let 1 F a F i y 1 be such that a, i q 1 g D and assumev
 .  .   ..   ..that b - a. Then x 1 s x 1 and x , j w s x , j w .v D U q. v D v U q.n v n
Proof. As in the previous lemma, we have
j w s j a j b j g j d j w .  .  .  .  .  .D in iq1 j aiq1 bi D 00
and
j w s j a j b j g j d j w , .  .  .  .  .  .D v iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0v 0
 .  .where i s 2 F j F n y 1 is such that i q 1, j g D, a s w i, n , b s
 .  .  .  .  .w i q 1, j , g s w a, i q 1 , d s w b, i , D s D y i, n , i q 1, j ,0
 .  .4a, i q 1 , b, i , and w is the restriction of w to D .0 0
The first assertion is proved exactly as in Lemma 17. In particular,
 v.Unq.x s u . For the second assertion, we havev
x , j w . .  .U qD n
s u v , z a z b , 0 z g 9, g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  . . iq1n i j aiq1 biq1 D 0  .U q0 v
g 9gFq
As in the proof of Lemma 17,
z g 9, g z d , 0 s z g z d , 0 .  .  .  .aiq1 biq1 ai b iq1
for all g 9 g F . Therefore,q
x , j w s q u v , z a z b , 0 z g z d , 0 z w . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .U qD iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0  .n U q0 v
On the other hand,
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s u v , z a z b , b9 z g z d , d 9 z w . .  .  .  .  . . iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
b9 , d 9gFq
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As in the previous cases,
z a z b , b9 s z a z b , 0 .  .  .  .iq1n i j iq1n i j
for all b9 g F . On the other hand, repeating the argument in the proof ofq
Lemma 17, we have
u v , z a z b , 0 z g z d , d 9 z w s 0 .  .  .  .  . .iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
for all d 9 g Fa. Hence,q
x , j w . .v D v  .U qv n
s q u v , z a z b , 0 z g z d , 0 z w , .  .  .  .  . .iq1n i j ai b iq1 D 0  .U q0 v
and the lemma follows.
 .Next we complete the proof of Proposition 1. By 11 , we have
x 1 s q sDv.ylDv. x , j w . .  . .v v D v  .U qv n
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the following relations hold;
 .here, for 1 F a F 14, case a corresponds to the situation of Lemma
8 q a.
 .  .  .  .  .1 s D s s D q 2 and l D s l D q 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .2 s D s s D q 3 and l D s l D q 2.v v
 .  .  .  .  .3 s D s s D q 1 and l D s l D .v v
 .  .  .  .  .4 s D s s D q 2 and l D s l D q 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .4 s D s s D and l D s l D .v v
 .  .  .  .  .6 s D s s D q 1 and l D s l D q 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .7 s D s s D q 1 and l D s l D q 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .8 s D s s D q 2 and l D s l D q 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .9 s D s s D and l D s l D q 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .10 s D s s D and l D s l D y 1.v v
 .  .  .  .  .11 s D s s D q 1 and l D s l D .v v
 .  .  .  .  .12 s D s s D q 1 and l D s l D .v v
 .  .  .  .  .13 s D s s D q 2 and l D s l D .v v
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 .  .  .  .  .14 s D s s D and l D s l D .v v
Finally, a simple calculation shows that, in each case,
x 1 s q sD .y lD . x , j w . .  . .  .U qD n
The proof of Proposition 1 is complete.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Let D be any basic subset of F n . Then,
j s x , j x , .  . U qD D n
xgID
where I denotes the set of all irreducible constituents of j . Let x g ID D D
a   ..and let w : D ª F be the unique map such that x , j w / 0.q D U q.n
Then, by Proposition 1,
x , j s x , j w s qlD .ysD .x 1 . .  .  . . .  .U q U qD Dn n
Hence,
q sD .y lD .j s x 1 x . .D
xgID
w xBy 1, Theorem 1 , we conclude that
r s x 1 x s x 1 x s q sD .y lD .j , .  .    D
  ..  . xgI  .xgIrr U q D:F n D:F nDn
D basic D basic
  ..  .where Irr U q denotes the set of all irreducible characters of U q .n n
 .COROLLARY 3. Let x g U q . Then,n
q sD .y lD .j x s d q nny1.r2 , . D x1
 .D:F n
D basic
where d is the Kronecker symbol.x1
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and of the
properties of the regular character r.
w xFinally, we note that 2, Corollary 3 is a consequence of the previous
corollary. In fact, we may deduce the following result.
COROLLARY 4. The following equality holds:
< <D sD . nny1.r2q y 1 q s q . .
 .D:F n
D basic
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Proof. This is clear from the previous corollary, because
< <DlD . lD .j 1 s j w 1 s q s q y 1 q , .  .  .  . D D
w w
awhere w runs over all maps from D to F .q
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